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UR series audio interfaces have become legendary for their outstanding sound, stability, versatility, and rugged reliability. 

The UR-C series brings a new range to the UR family, taking recording to the next level with 32-bit/192 kHz audio quality 

and SuperSpeed USB 3.1 Gen 1. With UR-C audio interfaces, your recordings will be better than ever.

USB 3.0 Audio Interfaces

6x4 USB 3.0 Audio Interface
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n  Ultra-high 32-bit/192 kHz audio quality for an outstanding sound experience

n  Super-speed USB 3.1 Gen 1 connection and enhanced low latency through newly developed DSP chip

n  Exceptionally rugged metal casing built to the most exacting standards

2x2 USB 3.0 Audio Interface

16 x16 USB 3.0 Audio Interface
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Software is at the heart of music making today.  
You cannot make a record or be heard outside your 
doors without software being at the beginning, 
middle and end of your production chain.  Products 
like FL Studio are important Digital Audio Work-
stations from which countless hits are launched.  
Melodyne, with its GRAMMY Award-winning 
technology, has become indispensible in the work 
of music producers and vocalists delivering just 
the amount of perfection you want. Plugins like 

the EMMY Award-winning FabFilter Pro-Q have 
redefined the way we perform the most critically 
important of all audio processing - equalization.  
New tools like NUGEN Audio’s MasterCheck help 
take the guesswork out of mastering your music 
for the new digital platforms on which most music 
is consumed today.  To find out more about what 
other amazing software tools can help you stand 
out, help you grow, and put your music on a whole 
other level visit us to find a dealer near you.

We Are Music Software

www.musicmarketing.ca
imsta.org
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When I started to consider how to kick off the April issue of RECORDING, I 
assumed I would wax poetic on what it means to be a singer/songwriter in the 
21st century, with all the cool new tools and gear that songsmiths have at their 
disposal. There’s a ton of software and hardware that can help take the melodies 
and lyrics in your mind and, with a few turns of a knob or clicks of a mouse, turn 
those ideas into full-blown finished songs—many in this very issue.

As I started to collate and read through this issue however, I began to see 
themes emerge that focus more on how we work rather than the things we work 
with. Part of this realization started as I finished my book report on Musician's Sur-
vival Guide to a Killer Record, by engineer/author Eric Sarafin AKA Mixerman.

Whether you’re a songwriter, composer, sound designer, or you fall into the 
current catch-all of ‘content creator’, chances are good that you spend a lot of 
time working on your own. That can be cathartic, creative, freeing, and fun. It also 
carries with it several potential pitfalls, roadblocks, and other issues.

Author Joe Albano tackles these subjects head-on. In his monthly column, Inside the 
Box, Joe addresses tools, techniques, and considerations for solo songwriters working 
in the studio. Joe also authored this month’s Fade Out, where he navigates tunnel vision, 
going stir crazy, and other travails of working alone in today’s do-it-yourself music world.

There’s no better illustration of all of the above than in our interview with Maia 
Sharp and Anna Schulze, who perform and release music as Roscoe & Etta. Despite a 
20-year separation in age, bringing with it with differing musical backgrounds, work-
ing methods, and experiences, Maia and Anna are perfect examples of the modern, 
professional singer/songwriter and what’s possible through trust and collaboration.

If you want to talk DIY and work ethic, Maia and Anna also exhibit an incredi-
ble willingness to continually learn new skills—even the non-musical ones needed 
to survive in today’s musical marketplace. Before you read the interview, search 
out their self-titled album Roscoe & Etta, or its follow up EP, Blessings, Curses, 
Anchors & Wings, on your favorite streaming service. As you listen to the music, 
realize that they recorded the music in their home studios, played most of the 
instruments, and then Anna learned how to mix music as she mixed their albums!

Of course, this is RECORDING Magazine, and this month’s issue is also filled with 
copious amounts of gear. Maia and Anna talk about their gear and studio setups. You 
can check out what your fellow readers are using in their studios in this issue’s Readers’ 
Tracks with Marty Peters, and Mark Hornsby talks about the gear and techniques he 
used to record singer/songwriter Jonatha Brooke. Of course, in addition to our book 
report, we have a dozen product reviews in these pages as well. Rounding things out, 
acoustician James Lindenschmidt talks about building a vocal booth, and there’s more...

As I wrap this up, I think what I’m feeling, 
after reading all these stories, articles, and 
even reviews this month is inspired to make 
music, and isn’t that the point?

Enjoy the issue and be inspired!
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Give your music the world class treatment it deserves. Preamps, filters, reverbs, delays, and 
compressors that changed music as we know it, now in your DAW.
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Mackie takes its decades of expertise in mixers, audio interfaces, headphones, and 
studio monitors, and combines them into four new product bundles aimed at performers, 
producers, studios, and content creators, complete with recording software. Starting with 
the Creator Bundle ($249), you get a Mackie EM-USB microphone, a pair of MC-100 
headphones, and a set of the new CR3-X multimedia monitor speakers. The Performer 
Bundle ($289) comes with a ProFX6v3 six-channel analog mixer, two EM-89D dynamic 
vocal microphones, and the MC-100 headphones. The Producer Bundle ($299) fea-
tures a pair of mics: the EM-91C large diaphragm condenser, and an EM-89D dynamic. 
It also comes with the Mackie MC-100 Professional Headphones and an Onyx Producer 
2•2 USB interface. The king of the hill is the Studio Bundle ($499). Here you get the 
works: both Producer Bundle mics, a Mackie Big Knob Studio Monitor Controller, an audio 
interface, a pair of CR3-X monitors, and (yes!) a pair of headphones. The Producer and Per-
former bundles started shipping in February, with the Creator and Studio Bundles to follow.

More From: mackie.com

Swedish plugin company Softube continues its successful partnership with US-based hardware manufacturer Chandler Limited 
with the release of the Chandler Limited Germanium Compressor plugin. The original is a unique design by Chandler head design-
er Wade Goeke. This new plugin meticulously models the Clean/Dirty comp settings, super-fast attack, multiple germanium, silicon 
and Zener compression curves and ear-tuned ratios, as well as the two-
stage germanium drive circuit and more. It also adds external sidechain 
and M/S processing features, and is Softube Console 1-ready. Price: 
$199 (intro offer; regularly $249).

More From: softube.com

Arturia continues its boldly named ‘You’ll Actually Use’ se-
ries of audio effects with the release of a trio of new reverb 
plugins: PLATE-140, SPRING-636, and INTENSITY. The names 
of the first two are self-explanatory, while INTENSITY, like the 
company’s previous ETERNITY delay plugin, is an entirely new 
and modern design. Each reverb plugin is available either à 
la carte or bundled into the new Arturia FX Collection, which 
contains all previous delay, compressor, filter and preamp 
‘Effects That You’ll Actually Use’. The FX Collection is $399 
(making this collection of fifteen plugins quite a bargain), while 
individual plugins are available at $99 each.

More From: arturia.com

Mackie Creator, Performer, Producer, and Studio Bundles

Arturia FX Collection, and Reverbs You’ll Actually Use

Softube: Chandler Limited Germanium Compressor plugin
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•  8 TASCAM HDIA (High Defi nition Instrumentation Architecture) 

microphone preamplifi ers

•  Single-knob analog compressor with true bypass individually 

assignable to each input channel

•  2 front panel instrument (Hi-Z)/microphone combo inputs

•  6 rear-panel balanced mic/line inputs

•  Individually switched +48V phantom power per channel

•  Dual S/MUX optical outputs: 8 channels at up to 96 kHz; 4 

channels at 176.4 or 192 kHz (ADAT compatible)

•  8 line-level 1/4-inch balanced TRS analog channel outputs

•  8 line-level balanced channel outputs on a 25-pin D-Sub connector

•  Word clock in and out on BNC connectors, with In/Out/Thru switch

•  Front-panel analog overload indicators, compression indicators, 

and digital peak and level meter bars

T O N E .  T E C H N O L O G Y .  T R U T H .
Legendary TASCAM tone and technology is now available in a 

microphone preamplifi er; SERIES 8p Dyna.

The heart of the SERIES 8p Dyna includes HDIA (High Defi nition 

Instrumentation Architecture) preamps for no-compromise tone. 

No detail was over looked using the best high-performance 

components and design.

Of course SERIES 8p Dyna has some serious technology 

inside, but it all starts with no-compromise terrifi c analog tone. 
TASCAM has always made honest high quality recording devices at attractive prices for project and 
professional recording studios alike.  TASCAM then. TASCAM now. TASCAM always. TASCAM.com
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Alchemical Design
Three of the four Alchemy models are 

multi-pattern tube mics; the TF29 is car-
dioid-only. All four share the same brass 
body and head basket, coming in at 7.87" 
x 1.81". The Alchemy Series makes use of 
a freshly designed single-construction steel 
frame grille with two layers of mesh screen-
ing, similar to that of a 251; this dual-layer 
mesh offers improved clarity over the triple 
mesh screening of the R-F-T models.

Alchemical Kit
Each Alchemy microphone comes housed 

in a compact 10.5 x 13 x 5.5" hard nylon 
carry case. As mentioned in the February 

review, this is one of the best-designed mi-
crophone cases and kits I’ve encountered 
in years. Along with the microphone, you 
get a choice of a hard ring mount or an 
open-faced shock mount, a microphone 
dust cover, a high-flex seven-meter cable, 
and a US-assembled power supply.

Alchemical Uniqueness
Each Alchemy mic makes use of UK-

made polystyrene film filter capacitors, 
a Sprague output capacitor, and a 
Nichicon Fine Gold cathode capacitor. 
Beyond that, each model features a dif-
ferent capsule, tube, and transformer. 
Check out the February 2020 review 

for further details on the TF47 and TF51. 
From here on out, our focus is on copper!

The New Copperhead Clan
A few fun facts:
• The original R-F-T model was 
introduced in 2011; it was reviewed 
in RECORDING in June of that year.
• Its original designation was CU-29 
(the elemental number for copper).
• Its street name, Copperhead, was 
the result of a mic naming contest.
• The CU-29 was an original in-house 
design built around an unearthed stash 
of 8,000 NOS TELEFUNKEN tubes.
• The original CU-29 was 2.5" shorter 
than the other R-F-T models. The entire 
Alchemy Series has adopted this 
compact, short-body design.
The new TF29 is a direct descendant of 

the original cardioid-only CU-29. It features 
an all-brass K67-style capsule, a premium 
Swedish-made Lundahl output transform-
er, and a new old stock American-made 
5654W vacuum tube.

TELEFUNKEN  
Elektroakustik:  
Alchemy Series 
TF29 and TF39
The Copperhead continues its 
evolution with an  
updated build and a new, 
multi-pattern model

REVIEW

REVIEW BY PAUL VNUK JR.

Two months ago, we introduced you to the new Alchemy Series from 
TELEFUNKEN Elektroakustik. Some background: in 2005, the TELE-
FUNKEN R-F-T line was born, combining globally sourced parts and 

US assembly, testing and design, to offer TELEFUNKEN sound and qual-
ity at budget-conscious price points. Today, the R-F-T models have been 
redesigned and retooled into the new Alchemy Microphone Series. We 
dove into the ELA M 251-inspired TF51, and the U 47-inspired TF47 
back in February. This month we look at the TF29 and TF39 Copperhead 
models, which are original TELEFUNKEN Elektroakustik inspirations.
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Alchemy Series on both her voice, which 
I would describe as quiet, sweet and airy, 
and on her parlor sized Gibson L-00 
acoustic guitar. In both cases, the Cop-
perhead added a nice weight and larg-
er-than-life dimension to the performance.

One area where the Copperhead really 
shines is brass instruments. On a recent 
session with a four-piece brass section of 
alto sax, trombone, and two trumpets, I 
used the TF29 about a foot above the bell 
of the sax. Then I arranged the other three 
horns tightly around the TF39, with the 
trombone closer than the trumpets, and 
the players leaning in when it was time for 
a solo. At first, I tried omni mode, which 
worked alright but made the section sound 
too diffuse, so I opted for the tighter, more 
focused cardioid pattern. The TF29/39 
mics again lent weight, fullness, and pow-
er to the horns with just enough smoothing 
to control brashness and bite.

Conclusion
If I were going to summarize the Alche-

my line, I would call the TF51 the most ver-
satile, the TF47 the most classic, and the 
TF29/39 Copperhead the most unique. 
TELEFUNKEN did a great job of creating 
a new mic flavor with the original CU-29, 
and the refinements found in the TF29 and 
added versatility of the TF39 make the 
Copperhead a great and useful addition to 
even the most well-stocked mic locker.

In Use
Looking back at my original CU-29 

review from 2011, I see the words and 
phrases: big vocal mic, the smooth top 
end  did a nice job of taming the jangle 
of  the strings, and tailor made for use 
on  a guitar cab. When it came to drum 
overheads, I found it a bit too colorful 
compared to the open, feathery AR-
51, while an engineer friend of mine, 
J. Christopher Hughes, said it was what 
he thought drums should sound like.

While I no longer have the CU-29 on 
hand for direct comparison, I’ll say that 
the TF29/39 still exhibit the thick bold-
ness I remember. However, I think the 
TF29/39 present a better sonic balance, 
with added clarity and a cleaner-sound-
ing circuit. It’s still just as smooth, but not 
as top heavy or rounded. In other words, 
it retains the tonality, color profile and 
weight of the original, but is a bit more 
versatile and clear in its capture.

The TF29/39 are still great choices for 
electric guitar cabinet, and if you want a 
wall of guitars with weight and power, these 
are a great choice. They also pair well with 
the TELEFUNKEN M80, which adds a nice 
bite to the mix. On drums, the TF29/39 are 
not mics I would choose for overheads and 
cymbals when I want to blend in depth and 
sizzle behind close-miked kit pieces; howev-
er, these are great mics for big vibey drum 
tracks in minimal two- to four-mic setups 
where you want your overheads or room 
mics to do the heavy lifting.

In sessions with a female singer/song-
writer, the TF39 was her favorite mic in the 

The TF39 is a multi-pattern Copper-
head with a choice of omni, cardioid, 
and figure-8 polar patterns selectable on 
its remote power supply.

Each mic shares the same tube, trans-
former, internals, capsule (single-func-
tion diaphragm in the TF29), and an-
tique brushed copper appearance, the 
only difference being a cardioid symbol 
painted on the TF29.

In cardioid mode, both models sound 
nearly identical. So, from here on out, 
beyond multi-pattern use, what holds true 
for the TF39 also holds true for the TF29.

Sound
As with the original, the TF29/39 

have a bold and full sonic signature. 
In cardioid mode, they have a broad, 
boosted low end shelf that’s approxi-
mately +4dB from 20 to 100Hz. From 
there, it gently slopes down to a flat mid 
section at 800Hz to 11.5kHz. There’s a 
wide 2dB rise centered at 13kHz, fol-
lowed by a 4.5dB peak at 18kHz.

This translates to a full, rich low end 
capture that’s balanced by a top end 
boost that keeps the Copperhead from 
sounding overly blunt or muddy, although 
it does have a gentle top end rounding 
compared to the TF51 and TF47.

Both models exhibit an off-axis re-
sponse better described as gently sub-
dued rather than steep and sharp. The 
TF29/39 have a bold, low and chesty 
proximity effect that rolls off as you back 
away past about three to six inches.

In Figure-8 mode, the TF39 gets even 
more rich and thick sounding, but the 
sound is still nicely balanced. While 
Omni mode predictably does the op-
posite and constrains the low end, the 
sound still retains a fullness and weight 
that makes it well suited for thick, stacked 
group vocals as well as front-of-kit and 
room duties, where you want your sourc-
es to be noticed rather than blended in. 

Price: TF29 $1295; TF39 $1495
More from: 
telefunken-elektroakustik.com

Frequency Range: ......20Hz - 20kHz
Sensitivity: ....................... 17 mV/Pa
THD at 1kHz at 1Pa (Amplifier): < 0.3%
Output Impedance:....... < 300 ohm
Maximum SPL (for 1% THD): 130dB
S/N Ratio: ............................87 dBA
Self Noise (Amplifier): ..........7 dBA

TELEFUNKEN  
Elektroakustik:  
Alchemy Series 
T29 and TF39

telefunken-elektroakustik.com
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Overview
BUS-COMP is an all-analog stereo 

VCA bus compressor that performs just 
as well on the mix bus as it does on 
acoustic guitar, overheads, room mics, 
piano, voice, and everything else in be-
tween. The circuitry has been modeled 
to capture all of the same gluey, smooth, 
and fat sonic characteristics as its Brit-
ish counterpart. It’s housed in a 1U steel 
chassis with a black finish, vintage style 
black push-buttons and a backlit VU me-
ter with white needle. The back panel 
has connections for either XLR or TRS.

Classic
Not simply a clone, the front pan-

el stays with tradition while including 
some features not found in the original 
design. Attack, release, and ratio all 
have stepped knobs with fixed parame-
ters, while threshold and makeup gain 
have a free range of motion. Attack 
times range from .1 to 30ms, with sim-
ilar increments as found on the origi-
nal design. Fixed ratios include 1.5:1, 
2:1, 3:1, 4:1, and 10:1. Release times 
range from .1 seconds to 1.2 seconds; 
auto-release is available as well.

Modern
As mentioned, Warm Audio has made 

a few additions to the design, most nota-
bly the inclusion of CineMag transform-
ers. These can be inserted into the signal 
path with fully discrete op-amps at the 
touch of a button. Other new features 
include an internal highpass filter and 
an external sidechain input.

Engage The Transformers!
Straight out of the box, this is one but-

ton that jumps off the unit; any button 
that’s labeled ‘Engage Transformers’ is 
just begging to be pushed! Even though 
it isn’t part of the original design, it’s a 
great addition that gives the compressor 
more sonic variety. Engaging the USA-
made CineMag iron 1:1 transformers 
is intended to add more depth and har-
monic richness to the sound. The trans-
formers are driven by a couple of fully 
discrete op-amps that kick into action at 
the makeup gain stage when enabled.

To my ears, the added character from 
the transformers is subtle, which is not a 
bad thing. It becomes more noticeable 
as the compressor works harder. I love 
kicking them on for drum room mics or 
overheads—the cymbals get just a bit 

Warm Audio
BUS-COMP

Classic British stereo VCA bus compression, with 
added sonic colors and features at a killer price

BY ALEX HAWLEY

Warm Audio builds affordable gear based on the designs of 
time-trusted studio classics. It offers a range of microphones, 
preamps, compressors, and EQs, all built and priced with the 

working class musician and engineer in mind. 
The BUS-COMP is based on the bus compressor found in a certain line of 

large format British consoles. One of the most-used bus compressors of all 
time, it’s known for its smooth character and ability to glue a mix together. 
It’s a staple in the industry and has been the go-to secret sauce for many 
engineers for the last three decades. I’m lucky enough to get to work on an 
SSL console equipped with one of these bus compressors in my day job, 
so I was very excited to hear the new Warm Audio BUS-COMP in action.

REVIEW



With a barely measurable round-trip latency of less than 1 ms*, 

it’s no wonder Quantum-series Thunderbolt™ audio interfaces 

have been called the “fastest audio interfaces on the planet.” 

But if all that speed’s not enough for you, consider that we now 

have 25 years to look back on what makes a great PreSonus 

interface tick—and the Quantum 2626 takes some major 

inspiration from some of our all-time greatest hits: The FirePod, 

the FireStudio Project, and more. So what does that get you?

Blazing fast Thunderbolt speed—monitor through your favorite plug-ins. 

Eight transparent XMAX preamps (on the front!)—ideal for recording 

an entire drumkit or small combos. Plus, two headphone outputs, 

eight line outputs, and two balanced send and returns—and all at a 

price that may well surprise you. Visit presonus.com to learn more.

1995 - 2020
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Other Observations
The BUS-COMP feels right at home on 

the mix bus. I like to start with a 1:5 ratio, 
10ms attack, .3s release, and then tweak 
the threshold until the gain reduction nee-
dles start to dance on the peaks. I bump 
up the ratio from there, depending on the 
genre, but I find that’s a great starting 
place for catching the peaks and smooth-
ing everything out. The BUS-COMP does 
a great job of adding that famous glue 
to everything, and to help all the instru-
ments feel more embedded with the vo-
cals. At lower settings, it’s easier to hear 
how much it’s adding once you bypass 
the compression a few times and instantly 
miss it. The peaks get rounded off, and 
the moments in between feel more excit-
ing and musical. The push-button on the 
front panel to bypass the compression is 
a convenient gut check. 

I also enjoyed using the BUS-COMP 
on grand piano and the guitar bus as 
well. The transformers pair nicely with 
the grand piano, adding that depth and 
extra harmonic richness to bring out the 
best of what’s already there.

Final Thoughts
The Warm Audio BUS-COMP rivals 

VCA compressors far exceeding its price 
point. Warm isn’t the first, and certainly 
won’t be the last to build off of that leg-
endary circuitry, but the iconic, grabby, 
British VCA sound is adequately repre-
sented with the BUS-COMP. The addi-
tion of the HPF and external sidechain 
expand further on its functionality, while 
the discrete CineMag transformers add 
that extra percent of harmonics. It would 
be nice to have the option of running this 
compressor in multi-mono, but it’s hard to 
complain when stopping to think about 
the value of the unit. Some compressors 
are best known for a single task, but this 
is one compressor that works well on 
pretty much anything you throw at it.

techniques is to send kick drum to the 
bass guitar, which compresses the bass 
guitar by carving out space for the kick 
drum every time it hits. The compressor 
only engages when the kick drum is pres-
ent in this configuration. This allows the 
kick to cut through the mix without over-
loading or muddying up the same fre-
quency range as the bass guitar.

On the Drum Bus
I often use VCA bus compression on the 

drum bus, so naturally that’s where I start-
ed with BUS-COMP. Before making any 
direct comparisons, I dialed in one of my 
basic settings: a 4:1 ratio, .6 ms attack 
time, auto-release, and between 2-3dB of 
gain reduction. That smooth and gooey 
British VCA vibe was immediately appar-
ent. The nuances in the room came out a 
bit more, and the entire signal seemed 

to get a bit warmer and thicker. Dialing 
in more gain reduction brought out more 
grit and breathing, which was accentu-
ated even more with the transformers en-
gaged. I exaggerated the compression to 
hear the character shine through, and it 
translated the British sound faithfully.

After getting some impressions of the 
BUS-COMP on its own, I geared up the 
SSL AWS900+ to see how they compare. 
I routed the same drum group out of both 
the mix bus and record bus of the console, 
with the mix bus triggering the SSL bus 
compressor, and the record bus triggering 
the Warm BUS-COMP; this allowed me to 
toggle between them in real time. 

I thought the BUS-COMP would sound 
pretty close, but I didn’t expect it to sound 
this close. The differences are most notice-
able when they are pushed and working 
harder. Generally speaking, the BUS-
COMP sounds a touch punchier, while the 
SSL sounds a little bit warmer and more 
pillowy. The SSL compressor seems to 
grab the transients slightly quicker despite 
matching the attack and release times. In 
the context of a full mix, it’s tough to distin-
guish, and even tougher to distinguish at 
lower to moderate levels of compression.

warmer, and the drums a bit livelier. 
As a whole, it’s a much more transpar-
ent experience than I had during my 
recent review of the Warm Audio Tone 
Beast (February 2020). I love the overt 
coloration that Tone Beast offers; I only 
mention it as a frame of reference for 
the BUS-COMP. Engaging the transform-
ers does not over-saturate or drench the 
signal in analog coloration, like what’s 
possible with the TB-12. Still, it does add 
a subtle smearing of harmonics that lift 
and thicken the signal. It’s an excellent 
complement to the smooth character of 
the compressor.

Tone Shaping
By default, a compressor’s RMS detec-

tion circuit is triggered by the full frequency  
spectrum of the input. The main down-
side to this design is that the entire mix 
can feel like it starts to pump or breathe 
when low-frequency content triggers com-
pression sooner than the rest of the mix. 
During higher levels of compression, it 
can make the entire mix feel like it pumps 
every time the kick drum hits. This can be 
a cool effect, but sometimes it’s nice to al-
ter the detection circuit to achieve a more 
balanced or transparent output. 

Warm Audio added an internal HPF for 
sidechaining the detection circuit, as well as 
the ability to add an external sidechain to 
the BUS-COMP. The internal HPF bypasses 
anything below the specified frequency from 
detection. This is extremely useful when dial-
ing in a drum or mix bus—it allows the kick 
drum to pass through, unaffected, while the 
rest of the spectrum triggers compression. It 
results in a much more smooth and transpar-
ent sound. The stepped HPF knob ranges 
from 0 (off), all the way up to 185Hz.

The external sidechain is another great 
tool for shaping the compression, and its 
uses are endless. One of the most common 

Price: $699
More from: warmaudio.com

Warm Audio
BUS-COMP

warmaudio.com
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Remote Controlled Microphone Preamplifi er / ADC

This is the fi nest sounding, most capable mic preamplifi er we have ever cre-
ated. With 8 channels of beautifully transparent, musical preamplifi er and A/D 
conversion, it delivers unrivaled sonic performance with amazing fl exibility.

Ethernet connectivity allows for remote control with our standalone comput-
er app, or built-in web browser control from any computer or mobile device. 
MIDI and serial ports provide control from Protools™ or existing m802 hard-
ware remotes. Front panel control is made simple by the bright OLED display 
GUI combined with dedicated hardware switches and rotary encoders.

With incredible reliability and stunning audio performance, the m108 is the 
ultimate input solution for any modern recording setup.

• 8 channel remote controlled microphone preamplifi er • 192kHz ADC outputs via AES, 
ADAT and USB • Balanced analog out via DB25 •  8x2 USB I/O interface  •  Ribbon mic 
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for complete information, visit www.gracedesign.com

“It was no surprise that the m108 sounded 
phenomenal, as that is what we have come 
to expect from Grace Design. This being 
my fi rst experience with the company’s 
A/D converters, I was optimistic, but they 
may have surpassed my expectations. The 
imaging was so accurate, it was eerie. With 
the amount of gain available, coupled with 
the detail and clarity, this has to be one of the 
fi nest preamps on the market today.”

—Brandon Hickey, MIX

“It has a beautifully airy and detailed top 
end, complemented by a solid, extended low 
end, and it all sounds completely eff ortless 
and transparent. Stereo pairs delivered a very 
spacious and stable image and the superb 
analogue headroom margin combined with 
high-resolution converters really delivered the 
goods.”

—Hugh Robjohns, SOS

gracedesign.com
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Isolation
Isolation is the primary motivation for a vocal booth. In older pro-

fessional studios, iso-booths isolated the vocal tracks from the band 
tracks (often all performed together), so that the vocal tracks would 
be bleed free. This made processing and overdubbing easier. Iso-
lation booths in classic studios were still often decent-sized spaces; 
small perhaps, compared to the control room or the live room, but 
usually larger than the spare-bedroom studios many of us are work-
ing in these days. Now, in the age of project and home studios, the 
goal is more often about isolating vocal tracks from outside noise 
such as traffic, airplanes, noisy roommates, pets, or family. 

Pick your problem
When building a small isolation booth in a project studio, we are 

often choosing the lesser of two evils; do we want tracks that are 
tonally compromised, or tracks that are full of background noise?

Without question, if you have loud outside sounds to contend 
with, then a quiet room for recording is a must, even if it’s 
sub-optimally small. Let’s take a closer look at how to address 
small vocal booth issues to get the best results.

Tiny rooms don’t sound good
Because of the limited space many of us are working with, 

and the drive to keep construction costs down, a lot of people 
think that building a small 4'x4'x8' booth to record music in 
is the way to go. I do not recommend building a booth of this 
size. First of all, it’s far too small to sound good. Second, two 
of the dimensions are the same, plus the third dimension is 
harmonically related to the other two; 8' is twice 4', so the 
modal frequency associated with the height dimension will be 
an octave apart from the length and width.

Consult the wizard
To illustrate these geometrical problems, let’s use the Room 

Sim function in the excellent and free EQ Wizard software. 
You can learn more about EQ Wizard and Room Sim in the 
article Where Do My Monitors Go? in the March 2017 issue 
of RECORDING. Open up Room EQ Wizard, choose the Room 
Sim tab, and enter the 4x4x8 dimensions. Since soundproofed 
rooms have less absorption than conventional construction, I 
start with 0.05% absorption, but some prefer the default 0.1%. 
These variables are designed to compensate for installed 
acoustic treatment, as well as the minimal absorption proper-
ties of things like standard drywall. This absorption fluctuates 
depending on sheet thickness, how it’s installed, whether the 
framing is 16" or 24" OC, wood or metal studs in the framing, 
etc. The thickness of the broadband absorbers, if used, will de-
termine how low the performance goes. In a booth, absorbers 
are critical and need to be a decent thickness to achieve low 
frequency absorption. The limitation is that there’s not much 
available space to work with.

The first illustration shows the response prediction of an untreated 
4'x4'x8' booth. Below the room dimensions and absorption set-
tings is a graphic representation of where the speaker and listening  

VOCALBOOTHS
By James Lindenschmidt

In my acoustics work, when clients send me sketches and 
drawings with their initial ideas for studio layout and setup, 
their plans often include a vocal booth.
I always urge caution with vocal booths. Tiny spaces such 

as these can be boomy and fraught with severe comb filter-
ing—sonic defects that will need to be dealt with in mixdown. 
Generally, larger rooms yield better recordings, since early re-
flections are less of an issue. However, larger rooms can often 
impart too much space to your tracks, among other issues.
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position is. You can position both objects three- 
dimensionally within the space to show the response. 

Of course, we don’t often put speakers in vocal 
booths and stick our heads inches away from them to 
listen, but the same principles apply. Instead of a speaker, 
it’ll be a vocalist making noise, and instead of human 
ears, it’ll be a microphone picking up that noise. I’ve po-
sitioned both objects to simulate how a performer and a 
microphone would be situated in this space. 

The right side of the graphic shows the predicted re-
sponse of this setup. The frequency response is shown in 
white, with vertical, color-coded lines that represent the 

Modal distribution and frequency 
response of a tiny 4'x4'x8' vocal booth

FIGURE 1

Why they are needed, when they should be avoided, and how to do them right

dpamicrophones.com/2028
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various room modes at work. The response shows substantial modal  
buildups at both 70Hz (Axial Height Mode) as well as 140Hz 
(where the Axial Height, Width, and Lengths stack up). There are 
also severe nulls in the response around 85Hz and 170Hz. The 
peak at 140Hz is nearly 85dB in volume, but the nulls fall below the 
bottom edge of the graph at 35dB; there’s more than a 50dB swing 
between the loudest frequencies and the softest!

How do you think this booth would sound? Apart from the 
boxiness in the mids/highs from the powerful early reflections, 
the bass will be boomy and inarticulate. I’m less concerned 
about the problems under 100Hz though, since those usually 
get filtered out of vocal tracks anyway. Still, the jagged response 
above 100Hz will undoubtedly affect the sound of the vocal 
track, in the range where most vocal fundamentals are. At the 
very least, these tracks will need some serious surgical EQ repair 
work in a mix to become usable, and will never be optimal. 

Dimensional shift
We can improve things considerably by building our booth a 

bit larger, and by avoiding making any two dimensions the same 
or multiples of one another. Figure 2 shows a 5'x7'x8' room. 
There are still some big problems with the response, but the gap 
between the tallest peak and the deepest null has improved by 
more than 20dB—just from the room geometry in play. 

This larger booth has more space for acoustic treatments. Fig-
ure 3 shows what happens if we make all the surfaces in the 
booth (except the floor) 50% absorptive. This response is much 
smoother and more usable down below 60Hz. Tracks recorded 
here should be quite dry and focused, and ad-
ditional EQ will likely help tune it in and level 
things out even more. There will be less peaky 
comb filtering, which usually gets exacerbated 
with compression or saturation plugins.

This is the smallest booth I’d recommend, 
and it’ll need extensive treatment on the in-
side. My go-to for inside vocal booths is at 
least 4" of broadband absorption covering 
the interior to deaden it down to 100Hz and 
below for starters.

Build considerations
With the dimensions sorted out, how do we 

build the thing? Detailed plans are beyond 
the scope of this article, but here are some 
things we need to consider. 

Airtightness
A soundproofed booth needs to be airtight. If air can get in 

or out, so can sound. Construction tolerances have to be tight, 
and we’ll probably want to line the interior of the booth with 
acoustic caulk. We’ll need to pay attention to sealing up the 
door, and getting a mic cable and a headphone cable at the 
very least into the booth. We’ll also need to think about how to 
get fresh air in and out of this airtight booth. How long do you 
think oxygen lasts in a tiny, airtight room with a belting singer 
giving it their all in a magical performance? Opening the door 
between takes, just to breathe, gets old quickly.

Mass and wall damping
The walls need to have an adequate mass to stop sound. Us-

ing multiple layers of sheetrock is an economical and effective 
way to accomplish cheap mass. Performance gets even bet-
ter using a constrained layer damping compound like Green 
Glue between the layers. All of this depends on how much 
soundproofing is required, plus how much weight can be add-
ed to the structure. A small booth built with multiple layers of 
sheetrock weighs a lot! If you’re coming up from a concrete 
slab (like in a basement or garage) you’ll be OK, but if this 
is an attic studio then you’ll want to get a structural engineer 
involved for obvious reasons—and this is literally a matter of 
life and death.

The bottom line: if the build is planned carefully, cleanly con-
structed, and properly treated, it can be a game changer since 
now you’ll be able to safely record without concern for out-
side noise. And with the proper dimensions and treatment, the  
resulting tracks will be quite nice sounding. 

VOCALBOOTHS

Modal distribution and frequency response 
 improves significantly in a slightly larger 5'x7'x8' vocal booth

FIGURE 2



Other Options 
There are commercially available isolation booths 

on the market. They vary by manufacturer; some of 
them can work quite well. The same advice holds 
for these: get the largest one you can, and while 
many come with factory-installed treatment options, 
you can often get even better results by upgrading 
the treatments yourself.

Conclusion
If you don’t require complete sonic isolation from 

the outside world, then you’re nearly always better 
off not bothering with a tiny vocal booth. Again, you 
can often get better results tracking in a larger room, 
like the one-room studios many of us are working in 
these days. If the room is adequately treated, you’ll 
likely be in good shape. Portable freestanding pan-
els, as previously discussed in Recording a Singer 
Guitarist (October 2018), also work great.

If, however, you’re dealing with external noise or 
neighbors who don’t want to be disturbed, then a prop-
erly executed isolation booth can be a game changer. 

James Lindenschmidt records music, designs studios and listen-
ing rooms, and consults with clients to make better audio. You can 
find out more at CraftedRecordings.com as well as his Acoustics  
& Audiogeekery blog at GIKacoustics.com.

Response is further improved with 
some absorption installed in the room

FIGURE 3

GIKacoustics.com
masterwriter.com
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In Use
I’ve already covered the installation pro-

cess in the original review, but here’s the 
nickel tour in case you missed it. TriplePlay 
Connect installs with a non-invasive adhe-
sive mount; no screwing, drilling, or perma-
nent installation is required. It comes with 
everything you need for mounting and con-
necting, as well as very detailed instructions. 
This time around, rather than mounting it on 
an electric guitar, I installed it onto my Yama-
ha FG-423S acoustic guitar. The installation 
process is reasonably quick but does require 
some patience to get the pickup optimally 
seated; the key is making sure it’s close to 

R&R REVIEWED & 
R E V I S I T E D

Fishman Triple Play Connect 
—for Acoustic Guitar
Trigger MIDI sounds, loops and synths  
from the comfort of your acoustic guitar

Note, this feature is specific to the Fish-
man iOS app, and cannot be used when 
triggering MIDI inside of a DAW.

The TriplePlay Connect mobile app pairs 
nicely with acoustic guitar as well, supply-
ing a variety of sounds, songwriting tools, 
and Apple Loops on the go—no studio or 
computer required; this adds value for the 
singer/songwriter. When inspiration hits 
and you don’t have an interface or comput-
er close by, you can see your ideas through 
with the included lightning cable and free 
iPad app. The mobile app has very musical 
sounds built in as well as a robust feature 
set, and so the interface takes a bit of learn-
ing time to get the most out of it.

Final Thoughts
The Fishman TriplePlay Connect is an 

excellent songwriting and recording tool 
that can spark new and inspiring ideas. It 
comes with a free iOS app that has built-in 
sounds, and also works plug-and-play with 
anything that speaks USB MIDI. I found it 
to track accurately with both monophonic 
and polyphonic lines, with only a few (and 
far between) ghost notes. TriplePlay Con-
nect could be beneficial for guitarists to ex-
pand on their production capabilities, and 
it’s also just fun to play!

the recommended 1mm off the strings for ac-
curate results. Having been through this pro-
cess twice now, the only thing I wish I could 
adjust is the cable length between pickup 
and controller. It worked out for installation 
on electric, but the acoustic scenario could 
benefit from a bit more placement flexibility. 
Beyond that, the magnetized mounting sys-
tem is quite handy, and allows the pickup to 
easily pop on or off when not in use.

After getting set up, I was reminded how 
fun it is to trigger different instruments while 
playing guitar. I’m a passable keyboardist, 
as long as it’s a basic part; having the abil-
ity to treat my guitar like a MIDI controller 
allows me to expand on what I can accom-
plish. It allows me to record parts quickly 
and with more fluency. I find the TriplePlay 
Connect to hold up very well on acous-
tic, with both single-note lines and chords 
translating with impressive accuracy and 
dynamics. As was the case with electric 
guitar, there are a few ghost notes occa-
sionally, mostly from errant string sounds 
while moving hands around the neck. Still, 
overall the playability is precise and expres-
sive—even long, sustained notes seem to 
track accurately. When using the Triple Play 
Connect iPad app, there is an option in the 
menu to monitor hand position. This helps 
to reduce ghost notes caused by passing 
hand movements, and in my experience, 
it cut down on ghost notes drastically.  

REVIEW BY ALEX HAWLEY

I reviewed the Fishman Triple Play 
Connect back in the November 
2019 issue of RECORDING. 

For this month’s focus on the sing-
er/songwriter, we’re revisiting it 
specifically for use with an acous-
tic guitar. The Triple Play Connect 
is a wired MIDI pickup that can 
be installed onto virtually any 
guitar, thus turning it into a MIDI 
controller. This opens up a fresh 
realm of possibilities for songwrit-
ing and music creation, all with-
out ever needing to set the guitar 
aside. It’s great for guitarists and 
songwriters that want to orches-
trate fully fledged compositions 
in their DAW of choice, or on the 
Triple Play Connect mobile app. 
It’s compatible with anything that 
speaks USB MIDI, and it can be 
made compatible with hardware 
synths by using it in conjunction 
with the Fishman FC-1 pedal.

Price: $229
More from: fishman.com

fishman.com
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astounding.”
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Trap was the perfect trap to reduce a 
resonance that I detected in studio B.”

“The wide selection of colours, sizes 
and modularity of their panels were a 
major factor in our decision to use GIK 
products.”
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Eric's latest book, Musician’s Survival Guide to a Killer Re-
cord combines, streamlines, and summarizes elements found 
across his Zen and the Art of... series. While the series is aimed 
at audio engineers and producers, Musician’s Survival Guide to 
a Killer Record is written for musicians who, out of want or neces-
sity, desire to learn the skills and the art of making a killer record. 
While this might seem like splitting hairs, the focus is different, and 
Mixerman tackles that difference head-on in the book.

Over the 297 pages of this field manual, Mixerman talks about 
technical topics such as sample rate, bit depth, and gain staging. 
He discusses monitoring and room treatments (got tapestries, any-
one?) He explains the differences and uses of microphone types 
and miking techniques. He digs into mixing practices from plugins 
to panning, mono vs. stereo, vocal tuning to effects, virtual amps 
and processors vs. real hardware. He talks about song structure, 
arrangements, forward motion, and emotion. And he digs into 
how to deal with instrument categories including drums, bass, key-
boards, piano, guitars, strings, horns, and vocals. He then caps 
off the book with thoughts on the final product, mastering, making 
connections, and more.

You might be thinking that there are already a zillion books 
that tackle these topics. This may be the case, but there are a few 
things that separate this one from the herd. First is Mixerman’s 
writing style, which is an excellent balance of humor, practical 
instruction, and firm conviction. Second, this book is for recording 
musicians, not recording engineers. Mixerman is quick to point 
out procedures, practices, and even pitfalls that, while of utmost 

importance to an audio engineer, ultimately should hold lit-
tle significance to a musician making a killer record. Third, 
Mixerman is equal parts sage, professor, and drill sergeant. 
He’ll discuss the emotional/artistic side of making a killer 
album one moment, get scientific and deep when called for, 
and then tear down sacred production practices with cold 
detachment in the next sentence.

Almost every page is filled with bold statements and do’s 
and don’ts, all based on Mixerman’s decades of person-
al experience. Some you might resonate with, but he also 
might call out your current favored production practices as 
pointless and futile in the pursuit of making a killer record, 
which is the ultimate stated goal of this book.

Like a killer record, I would call this a killer book—one 
that’s perfectly suited to the musician who is just dipping 
their toe into the wonderful world of audio production. It’s 
also an inspirational and entertaining read for grizzled mu-
sicians and engineers with decades of experience under 
their belt who are seeking new ways of thinking about killer 
record making.

*If you want to learn more about Eric Sarafin and get 
some backstory on Musician’s Survival Guide to a Killer 
Record, make sure to check out our interview with Eric in 
the July 2018 issue.

Musician’s 
Survival Guide 
to a Killer Record
A Studio Field Manual by Mixerman

REVIEW

REVIEW BY PAUL VNUK JR.

Eric Sarafin is an audio engineer known for his work with 
artists including The Pharcyde, Jeff Lorber, Days of the 
New, and Ben Harper. Under his alias Mixerman, he’s the 

author of the classic The Daily Adventures of Mixerman, and its 
sequel, Mixerman and the Billionheir Apparent. He has also 
authored a trio of Zen and the Art of books on Producing, Mix-
ing, and Recording, each one focusing on the stated aspect of 
music production.

Price: $19.88 Paperback / $9.99 Kindle
More from:  mixerman.net

mixerman.net
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Roscoe & Etta

Roscoe & Etta are a duo comprised of songwriters Maia Sharp and Anna 

Schulze—Roscoe and Etta are the names of their guitars! Before forming Roscoe 

& Etta after a chance meeting at Los Angeles Hotel Café, Maia Sharp spent 

her life as a sought after songsmith, working with Bonnie Raitt, Lisa Loeb, Carole 

King, Jules Shear, Jonatha Brooke, Cher, Kim Richey, Amanda Marshall, The Dixie 

Chicks, Trisha Yearwood, Kathy Mattea, and Art Garfunkel. Anna’s resumé includes 

studying with famed songwriter Glen Ballard, and multiple song placements with 

ABC, FOX, MTV, CBS, A&E, and Apple. In 2018 Roscoe & Etta released their 

self-titled debut, followed by the 2019 EP Blessings, Curses, Anchors & Wings. In 

addition to writing, singing, and performing most of the instruments on each 

album, the duo tracked, mixed, and produced both releases in their home studios.
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How did you form Roscoe & Etta?
Maia: We met when our mutual friend and co-writer, Garrison Starr, had 

a show at the Hotel Café. We set up a writing appointment, and from the 
very first song, when we started singing together, right away, we kind of 
forgot who was the melody and who was the harmony, and we realized 
that our production skills were completely complimentary. Once we start-
ed recording, things began to unfold pretty quickly, and it was the most 
fun I’ve had in the studio in a long time.

What made it so much fun?
Maia: Our first song was ‘Play On’. Every song has its own story, and 

that one started with me putting what we thought was going to be a ref-
erence acoustic part down on a travel guitar, along with a scratch vocal. 
I handed that over to Anna and she did percussion and programming…

Anna: I think it started with beatboxing.
Maia: Then of course, very soon, we were attached to the so-called 

reference track, and we kept it. From the start, we just started handing 
tracks back and forth. Sometimes they started at my place; sometimes 
they started at Anna’s place along with a couple of sessions together 
in the same room, which I love.

The volley of that helped me to not feel like I was working in a 
vacuum. It wasn’t just me in my room for hours, wondering if I was 
going down the right path. The symbiotic volley of tracks quickly 
became our signature.

How do your production skills complement 
each other?

Anna: I like living in the box, messing around with sounds, getting 
the weirdest thing you can get out of a plugin, and programming. 
Maia is all about audio. She would record these pristine audio tracks 
on her Neumann at her studio, and she’d fly them over to me…

Maia: And you would completely mutate and fuck them up! 
[everyone laughs]

Anna: Maia would be like, “Hey, what happened to the back-
ground vocal pad?” Well, I put them through a phaser and an 
amp module!

Maia: I’d record 16 tracks on my Neumann M149 that I’d 
saved up for for months and months, and Anna would crush 
them into something different. It was just something I would 
never have done, but I loved it.

Anna: I think we walked that tightrope well. Sometimes 
something needs to be clean and human, and sometimes it 
wants to be a little imperfect and wrong.

Backing up a bit to your band name—
who are Roscoe and Etta?

Maia: The two of them are a perfect example of what we 
just said. Roscoe is the cranky old Gibson. Not a Kalama-
zoo, but kind of a lower grade f-hole acoustic from the 50s, 
and he’s falling apart. He’s never going to have a pristine 
sound on his best day, but we love that. Etta is the clean, 
she’s always sweet.

Roscoe & Etta
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Anna: And she’s got a little bit of a 
bite too. She’s a Gibson ES-120T with 
P-90 pickups.

Maia: Etta is what I was playing when 
I sat in with Garrison at Hotel Café. 
When Anna saw Etta, she walked up to 
me and didn’t even look me in the eye 
at all. It was all about Etta. Like, “Hey, 
I’m up here!” Roscoe is a guitar that my 
dad had that I traded a Gretsch for. The 
Gretsch was worth so much more mon-
ey, but I didn’t care. I wanted Roscoe. 

What does it mean to be a 
singer/songwriter in 2020?

Anna: The first thing that comes to mind is 
self-sufficiency. As far as being an indie mu-
sician, there’s no A&R team; there’s no list of 
producers to choose from. You set up your 
own distribution, you determine what songs 
you want to record, you do your thing. It’s 
the advantage and sometimes the limitation 

of being your own boss and using your own 
discretion when it comes to your artistry. It’s 
important not to be overwhelmed and cru-
shed by it. See it as freedom instead of a 
burden, you know? For both of us, it’s been 
refreshing to have another sounding board 
and set of ears—another creative mind for 
direct feedback and validation.

Maia: The pros and cons are the same 
for me too. There are things that you 
wish you didn’t have to do now. But if 
you change your thinking from, I have to 
do them to, I get to do them, and make 
those choices, it might serve your creative  
vision. You have to do it for a lot less 
money than in the old days, but there’s 
something about finding new ways to be 
resourceful and adding new skills to the 
tool belt. I still resist every now and then. 
I’m like, “Oh my God, I have to build my 
own website? I shouldn’t have to!” But 
then you learn how to build a website.

Anna: That’s why I learned how to use 
Photoshop and even mixing. We mixed 
every song on the first record except 
for one. That was the first time I’ve ever 
delved into that world. I watched videos 
and geeked out. Once you get over the 
initial hump of that, it’s liberating. You 
realize oh my gosh, I can put anything 
out into the world!

Maia: It’s all us. We both engineered it, 
depending on whose room it was done 
in. If we’re together, whoever’s playing a 
part, the other one engineers it into their 
program and then just flies the .wav file 
over so the other one can work on it too.

Anna: Sometimes we set up next to 
each other when tracking. My laptop will 
be on the side of her desk, and as she’s 
working, I’m like, okay, wait, let me get 
a loop of that. Then she’ll fly it over to my 
system, and then I’ll fly it back. It’s just like 
this constant acrobatic move.

Roscoe & Etta

radialeng.com
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That sounds really fun and 
creative!

Maia: Thinking about that reminds 
me—the first few acoustic tracks we 
did for the first project, were on the 
Neumann M149. I wanted the guitar to 
be big, broad, real, in your face, and 
clean. And we slowly moved to the AKG 
452, and it’s just tiny. It takes all the low 
stuff off. It’s the opposite of the M149. 
Now it’s all I use. It’s okay. The guitar 
doesn’t have to be giant, you know?

Anna: Sometimes I even record acous-
tic on my iPhone to get that lo-fi com-
pression crunch. 

Tell me more about your home 
studios.

Anna: I have a MacBook Pro with Lo-
gic Pro X and a Universal Audio Apollo 
Twin with a bunch of UAD plugins, so I 
don’t overload the DSP on my MacBook. 
I have a pair of Dynaudio LYD 7 moni-
tors and  a pair of five-inch JBL 305PMKII 
monitors. Maia also has a pair. We in-
tentionally have the same JBL monitors 

for mixing. Then I have an Arturia MIDI 
keyboard, a janky Alesis QX 49 that I 
play pads on. For mics, I have a Shure 
SM7B and a RØDE NTK. I have some 
amps that I’ll sometimes mic up and a lot 
of guitars, that’s pretty much it. 

What’s your setup, Maia?
Maia: Mine is completely different 

from Anna’s. I use Reaper on a PC go-
ing through an RME Babyface because 
I travel with it a lot. I usually run the 
Neumann M149 through my Rupert 
Neve Designs Portico half-rack 5012. I 
also have a [Dave] Pearlman TM-1 tube 
mic. He’s a guy in LA who builds mics 
by hand.

I love Dave’s mics. I have his 
TM-47, which is a cardioid-
only 47-style mic.

Maia: This one is so clean and cool 
sounding. When I use it, it wants to go 
through the Universal Audio SOLO/610 
tube preamp—then it’s at its best. It do-
esn’t get along as well with the Portico, 

but the Neumann does. For instruments, 
I have a Nord Electro 3, and I also have 
a real piano, a parlor grand, a real 
Wurli, and then a bunch of guitars. We 
also have a little keyboard that showed 
up early in the process, a Yamaha Re-
face CP. We used it on the opening loop 
of ‘Play On’. It’s one of those crazy little 
hybrid instruments that helped define 
our sound early on.

Who played the electric 
guitars on both the album and 
the EP? 

Maia: We both played electric guitar, 
but Anna is more than half of it.

Anna: That was usually one of the 
last things we did; getting to track elec-
trics was like the reward at the end of 
the song.

Maia: That was the thing that we most 
likely did in the same room because 
you’re bouncing ideas back and forth 
and finding little signature lines, playing 
too much, and then dialing back and 
simplifying it.

primacoustic.com/free-quote
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One of the things that I like most about the album 
and the EP is how you build the drama and the 
story of the songs with your arrangements. For 
instance, on ‘Get Lost’ the drums don’t come in 
until almost two-thirds of the way through, then 
they go away. Or you might have a string part 
on just a refrain. Do you have the arrangement 
in mind from the beginning? 

Maia: It definitely happened organically as we were passing 
tracks back and forth. But it was all driven by the song, the 
story, and the melody. We let the lyric drive our production and 
arrangement choices as often as possible.

Anna: I was talking about this with a friend recently, and he 
was like, you know, everything you work on kinda starts small 
and ends big. At first, I was really defensive about it— “My 
songs are diverse!” [laughs]. Then I realized it’s because I do a 
lot for TV and sync; we were almost cinematic in the way that 
we approached our production. 

I actually wrote the word cinematic down here, 
so it’s cool to hear you say that. So, are the 
string parts real or samples?

Maia: That was my friend Vanessa Freebairn-Smith, recorded with 
the Neumann M149. She’s a killer, killer cellist. She’s ridiculous. 

What about the drums? Are they loops, or real?
Maia: Mostly loops. We hired drummer Fritz Lewak, a friend 

who plays for Jackson Browne, for two songs. 
Anna: Three.
Maia: Was it three?
Anna: ‘Come Back Tomorrow’, ‘423’, and ‘We Don’t Have 

To Talk About It’. I remember very well because I had to learn 
how to mix drums, so I was not very happy about it [laughs].

Maia: Sorry about that.

What was the challenge of mixing drums? 
What did you learn?

Anna: Mud, and delineating the parts. I’m used to program-
ming where the high hat is isolated, the kick is isolated. You can 
make everything pop in its own unique way. With real drums, 
there’s natural bleed and overheads and a room mic. I was like, 
what am I supposed to do with a room mic? But it got to be a fun 
thing to figure out, including replacing drums or adding a snare 
sample to the actual live snare, and realizing how reverb can 
cause problems with midrange buildup, so being more sparing 
with that. Or things that don’t sound great isolated, but in the 
bigger scheme of things actually serve the whole track better. 

I think your use of reverb on your songs is 
great, do you have a favorite?

Anna: For sure Valhalla, and Soundtoys Little Plate, especially 
on vocals. Often I would bus the vocal to Valhalla Shimmer and 
then ride the vocal to add a tail to the end of a phrase. It’s a great 
way to fill space without having to have an instrument come in.

Back to the electric guitar playing on the album. 
There’s a lot of great textures and distortion, 
even parts I would call beautifully lo-fi. Is that 
pedals and an amp, or did you mess with it in 
the computer as well?

Maia: Most of that was us together in the room, and we would 
dial in the amps to get the sound. Sometimes it wasn’t even a 
pedal; it was just the amp in a room. We were in a 20x20 room, 
so sometimes feedback happens, and it sounds great.

Anna: Especially with a hollow body electric with P-90 pick-
ups, that’s pretty much a recipe for feedback.

What was your favorite amp, and how did you 
mic it?

Anna: It was a Shure SM57, and the amp was my Fender 
Twin most of the time, or a Fender Hot Rod.

Maia: We had another larger hollow body too. Her name is 
Marilyn because she’s a big blonde. I forget what her model is.

Anna: If we needed something a little bit beefier and present, 
I would just plug directly in and use Native Instruments Guitar 
Rig or the Logic virtual amps and pedalboard with my PRS.

Do you do your vocals on your own or together? 
Maia: I did all my vocals on the Neumann, and there were a 

couple of times where Anna also did them at my place and just 
gave me like six or seven passes, and I comped them. I love 
that. I don’t know what my problem is, but I love to get into the 
nitty-gritty and edit for hours. Editing your own vocal…

Anna: Sucks!

Roscoe & Etta
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the space to just live with it for a day, take a breath. And we 
always ended up finding that place of agreement again. 

Essentially you guys come from different musical 
worlds. Maia, your first album was done in 1997, 
and you’ve spent time in the Nashville and LA 
studio world as a producer and songwriter. 
Anna, you’re from the more DIY, in-the-box home 
studio world. What do you think is the biggest 
thing that you have learned from each other?

Anna: We’ve never been asked that. Wow. I guess I would 
say, the payoff of fine combing. From a lyrical standpoint, go-
ing back over and making sure everything is locked in. Then 
translating that into production. That was something that I felt 
like I hadn’t really understood before we started writing. 

Get the take, but also learn the balance between accuracy 
and feeling. Anytime Maia sent me an audio file, I could trust 
it. Then I could mess it up. 

Maia: And smash the 16 tracks down to one [laughs]. 
Anna’s response is very similar to mine. I could get really 

wrapped up in the perceived perfection of a track or a vocal. 
Anna showed me how to trust the earliest things. Like, that 
rough track that was right. I don’t have to take it fifteen more 
times. That early take is what’s delivering the feeling of the 
song, and it’s okay to just move forward and trust that.

I started trusting Anna’s skills very early on, which meant I didn’t 
have to worry about the quality. I was free to think about the cre-
ative elements. Even coming from two totally different experiences 
and being born two decades apart, we found an alignment very, 
very quickly. It doesn’t have to be precious to be right, and what 
could be right for the song or for the production doesn’t have to be 
perfect. I’m working on a solo album right now and I’m absolutely 
using those things that I got out of our Roscoe & Etta work.

I really want to thank you guys. This has been great. 
Anna: Thank you, Paul. 
Maia: Great talking to you.

Maia: Can be a ton of no fun. But comping other people, I 
love it, and often I would just give Anna a final comp. 

I’ve seriously heard that you’re famous for your 
comping skills.

Maia: I think it’s just about patience. I don’t mind spending a 
lot of time to get it exactly the way I hear it in my head.

Anna: One problem I have is I like to look at waveforms 
when I’m singing harmonies. For instance, in the song ‘Choc-
olate Sauce’, I needed to go home and look at the waveform 
while I was singing so I could match Maia’s phrasing.

A touchy subject often when I interview singers, 
is vocal tuning.

Anna: Maia would generally do all the tuning.
Maia: We have no ego about that at all. If you get a killer 

performance with a few pitch issues, you could go sing it a 
bunch more times, or you could just take the note down five 
cents, and it’s great. 

Moving to mixing, any favorite plugin EQs or 
compressors?

Anna: For EQ, I like the FabFilter ProQ, because it’s easy to 
single out frequencies. I also like the API 550 EQ plugin. For 
compressor plugins, I like the Waves CLA stuff a lot, and I think 
the CLA 76 was used on most of the songs, or sometimes the 
SSL Bus Comp or the Waves R-Comp.

Often for tracking, I would use Waves CLA Vocals. It gives 
a decent level of compression, a little bit of width, a little bit of 
delay, but not too extreme.

Would you actually track through it and print it, 
or are you just monitoring through it?

Anna: Usually just monitoring. I like the freedom of being 
able to mess with things later.

When it came time to mix the album, did you 
get into bus compression and EQ?

Anna: Yup. I watched a lot of videos… I don’t remember my 
exact chain because it was constantly changing, and it was 
very minimal. In addition to EQ, I like the Waves L3 multi-band 
limiter and iZotope Ozone 9. I will say, if you don’t have some-
thing on the output bus as you’re you’re tracking and mixing, 
tacking something on at the end of the process can usually 
create more problems.

Maia: Plus we mixed it knowing that it was going to go to a 
mastering engineer. 

Since there’s two of you, how do you tackle mix 
disagreements?

Anna: We were generally in agreement. If I thought a mix 
should be a certain way, I’d tell Maia, “Hey, I’m just making 
one more tweak, and then I’ll send it, and I’ll see if you hear it.” 
Which she would, but it was more like let’s bounce a couple of 
options, sit with them for a few days, go on a walk or a drive 
with different speakers, that kind of a thing. And ultimately, I 
think we would land at the same conclusion. 

Maia: There were only a couple of songs that we had to 
do that with. And on those occasions, we gave each other 
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Hello Lyra
Lyra, or to get technical, the AKG 

C44-USB, is billed as a high-definition 
multi-mode USB microphone. The multi-
mode designation comes from its use of 
a quad-capsule array rather than a sin-
gle capsule or a set of stereo capsules 
like many other USB microphones. This 
quartet of pre-polarized condenser cap-
sules is arranged as two back-to-back 
stereo pairs. Before we look closer at the 
capsule array, let’s get better acquainted 
with this mic’s look, layout, and specs.

Future Retro
While I’ve used this term in the past, 

the look of Lyra is equal parts art deco, 
and what people in the 1940s thought 
things would look like in 2020—future 
retro. It also nods to the classic rectan-
gular look AKG is known for. The mic 
measures 9.7" x 4.23" with a brushed 
nickel, dark matte blue finish.

Lyra is a yoke-mounted microphone 
and comes on a pre-attached desktop 
stand. The desktop stand can be re-
moved—Lyra is equally happy on a mic 
stand of your choosing.

Connections and Controls
On the backside of Lyra there is a con-

tinuous gain control to set the input level.  

Above that is a stepped, four-position pat-
tern selector. The selected pattern is dis-
played on the front of Lyra via four blue 
LED lights. Also on the front is an endless 
rotary knob for adjusting the headphone 
monitor level, and there’s also a backlit 
push button that mutes the incoming signal.

On the bottom of the mic are a USB-C 
connector and a 1/8" headphone jack. 
There’s also a hole in the back of the mic 
stand for cable routing. While Lyra uses 
a USB-C connector, its transfer protocol 
is USB 2.0. It’s bus-powered only, and 
with appropriate cabling, works with 
OS X, iOS (your USB hub will need to 
provide the standard 5v; may require 
Apple iPad Camera Connection Kit), 
Windows, and Android (OTG compati-
ble devices only; OTG converter cable/
dongle may be required) devices.

Patterns?
While AKG calls the four available 

settings ‘patterns’, they are not the typ-
ical cardioid, figure-8, or omni variety, 
although they will in some cases offer 
similar results. Lyra is essentially always 
a stereo mic in terms of capture, with the 
first setting, labeled Front, being the most 
mono and cardioid in nature. Front offers 
a gentle off-axis and rear rejection.

The setting Front & Back is similar to 
a figure-8 pattern in nature, but also 
omni-like as the Front & Back setting 
does not offer tight off-axis nulls as a 
true figure-8 polar pattern would. This 
setting is what you’d use when plac-
ing people or musicians on either side 
of the mic; tonal capture and level on 
each side are identical.

The final settings of Tight Stereo and 
Wide Stereo are variations on a theme. 
Tight Stereo is a good setting when you 

AKG Lyra Ultra-HD  
Multimode USB Microphone
An affordable, versatile, and easy to use USB microphone, 
tailor-made for anyone  who creates content

REVIEW

REVIEW BY PAUL VNUK JR.

Lyra is a new USB microphone from AKG that made its public debut 
at the company’s 70th Anniversary celebration last November, at  
Capitol Studios in Hollywood (see the January 2020 issue for details).

Parent company HARMAN and AKG aim to put music and content cre-
ation technology into the hands of users at any skill level, with comprehen-
sive focus on easy, intuitive use, all the right features, and great sound.

Frequency Response: ................................................................. 20Hz – 20kHz
Bit Depth / Sample Rate: ......................................................... 24-bit/192 kHz
Maximum SPL: ..................................................................... 129dB (0.5% THD)
Power Requirement/Consumption: ....................................... 5V USB / 75 mA
Headphone Impedance: ......................................................................16 ohms
Headphone Power Output (RMS): .......................................................43 mW
Headphone THD: ................................................................................<0.009%
Headphone Frequency Response: ............................................ 20 Hz – 22kHz
Headphone S/N Ratio: .............................................................................98dB
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want to place two people side-by-side in 
front of the mic, or capture an instrument 
like an acoustic guitar with a controlled  
and focused stereo capture. Full Stereo is 
closest to an omni capture and excels at 
capturing room sounds, an entire ensem-
ble, or field recordings.

In Use
Since Lyra is aimed at content creators, 

it’s well suited for spoken word. It exhibits 
a great radio-announcer style proximity 
effect beautifully suited for podcasts, vid-
eo voiceovers, and even vocal crooning. 
Lyra does not come with any blast protec-
tion or windscreen, and for the most part, 
you won’t need any. In Front and Front & 
Back modes, most plosives that hit Lyra 
translate as spitty blasts of air rather than 
distorted thumps. Also, because of this 
mic’s tonal consistency, if you’re experi-
encing plosive issues then simply boost 
the input level, move the source back six 
to eight inches, and its big ‘P’ problem 
solved. The one exception is Wide Stereo 
mode, which is the most plosive prone of 
the four settings; I’m guessing this is due 
to all four capsules being wide open.

Not just for podcasters and content cre-
ators, Lyra is no one-trick pony like many 
USB mics. Lyra is well suited for capturing 
musical ensembles playing together in a 
room, and it works well close up on solo 
acoustic instruments. Lyra has a clean, 
open, and detailed sonic capture with a 
nice midrange fullness and weight. 

It excels on sung vocals, and if there’s 
one acoustic instrument that Lyra really 
excels on, it’s acoustic guitar, especially 
placed up close on the body, where its 
proximity effect balances nicely with its 
top-end clarity.

Since AKG mentions that Lyra is born 
out of the 70-year AKG legacy, notably 
the AKG C414, I decided to do some 
side-by-side comparisons of Lyra and a 
C414 XLS. In a multi-track scenario, I 
used each mic at the same time to track 
acoustic guitar, cajón, shaker, and a 
male vocalist. So, does Lyra get close to 
the C414 XLS sound? Yes and no. No 
in the fact that Lyra always exhibits a 
subtle stereo width to it that a mono mic 
does not, even in Front mode. More no-
ticeably, Lyra is sonically a much brighter 
and more open-sounding mic than the 

C414 XLS; it made the C414 sound mel-
low and rounder in comparison.

I know It’s not fair to compare the 
$149 Lyra to the $1100 C414 XLS; 
however, both mics do share a familial 
AKG tonality and presence, and you 
can tell what AKG were tonally shooting 
for with Lyra.

Conclusion
As a ‘serious’ audio engineer, I ad-

mit that I carry a bit of snobbery on my 
shoulder when it comes to USB mics. 
Having said that, Lyra is a very musical 
USB mic that works well in several mu-
sical and speech-based scenarios. I’ve 
been using it for podcasting, interviews 
and voiceover work for the past few 
months, and with how good Lyra sounds 
on acoustic guitar and vocals, I whole-
heartedly recommend it for guitar-based 
singer/songwriters. Do you want great 
sound and a nice range of dimensional 
and tonal options at a great price? Then 
Lyra is worth a serious look.

Price: $149
More from: akg.com

akg.com
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Review by Pauk Vnuk Jr.

Ovox is the latest plugin creation 
from Waves. It’s an effects plugin and a 
synthesizer, but not in the typical virtual 
instrument sense. Ovox is designed to 
react to, effect, and re-synthesize the 
human voice. Is it a talkbox? A vocoder? 
A tuner? A vocal synthesizer?

Ovox is actually a vocal-focused 
sound design workstation. It takes 
vocal processing to a new level in its 
ability to sort incoming signals by 
pitch, formants, and amplitude, and 
then feed this information into two 
independent synth engines.

Before and after science
Using Waves’ own Organic ReSynthe-

sis technology (ORS), the incoming vocal 
signal gets indexed—pitch becomes note 
values, formants become filters, and am-
plitude serves as a dynamic VCA. The 
source vocal and synthetic derivatives be-
come unified at the plugin output after be-
ing addressed by assignable modulation 
sources, processed with effects, and then 
to top it off Ovox packs a secret weapon 
that we will come to in a moment. In ad-
dition to detecting the notes/pitch of your 
voice, you can also trigger the synth en-
gine via played or programed midi notes 
or both simultaneously.

Hello Ovox
After installation and authorization 

via the Waves Central app, Ovox is 
available as AAX Native, AudioSuite, 
AU, VST 2, and VST 3. Ovox launches 
in your DAW as a stereo or mono-to-ste-
reo effect. Note: in some DAWs, running 
Ovox on a mono channel constrains the 
plugin to mono output. For full enjoy-
ment of Ovox, you’ll usually want to use 
it in stereo. 

The plugin opens in a simplified main 
mode; there are two large GUI panes with 
three knobs each (tune, gain, and formant) 
labeled Ovox 1 and Ovox 2. These are the 
synth engines. In the center of the GUI you 
select a root note, similar to a tuning pro-
gram. Here you also choose the key, scale, 
or harmony that will be built off the root note.

There’s a mixer at the bottom of the 
interface for blending the effects, modu-
lation, voice, raw synth, and Ovox levels, 
as well as master tone and gain controls. 
Across the top are additional controls for 
input source and gating, synth source (in-
ternal or external), note source, and an 
arpeggiator. Here you’ll also find the pre-
set selection and saving utility.

The deep-level fun begins when the 
GUI is clicked into Expanded Mode,  
offering further parameter choices.

Ovox 1 and 2
Ovox 1 and 2 are a pair of synthesis en-

gines with four voices each that combine 
to make Ovox an eight-voice synthesizer. 
Each one contains a tunable oscillator with 
four blendable wave shapes. Each oscilla-
tor also has twelve ‘character’ choices with 
names such as Classic, Electrified, Glass, 

Waves Ovox Vocal
ReSynthesis Plugin
A 21st century vocal sound design tool

and Sparky. There’s also a noise genera-
tor with LP/HP filters. Each oscillator’s four 
unison voices can be detuned and spread 
in stereo. Next is the Formant Filter sec-
tion—formant manipulation complete with 
Focus, Q, and Speed. A third synth section 
offers control over voice dynamics, pan-
ning, and section gain.

Sonically, the Ovox synths can be bit-
ing, aggressive, gravely and robotic, or 
lush, wide, sweet, and choral—a broad 
range of textures. Having two engines 
on tap means that these textures can be 
combined and blended together.

Tuned notes, phrases, 
and harmonies

While ORS detects and dissects vocal 
components for use in the synth sections, 
Ovox also uses note detection for perform-
ing basic vocal pitch correction, which can 
have subtle or drastic effect. The pitch de-
tection feature brings us now to the Ovox 
secret weapon: through the use of a note 
mapper, Ovox will trigger preset or user- 
defined chords and note stacks associated 
with detected notes. For example, every 
time you sing an A, Ovox can trigger an A 
minor chord; when you sing an E, you can 
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tell it to do nothing, but then when you sing 
a G, it can trigger another chord, harmony 
or double of your choice. Ovox-generated 
notes are fed into the synth engines. Writing 
about this doesn’t do it justice—you need to 
hear it in action to fully appreciate its power.

Animated
Once you have your voice, the synth 

sounds, and the chords, scales, and 
notes to your liking, you can animate 
them further in the modulation and ef-
fects sections.

In the modulation section, there are 
four assignable modulation slots with a 
choice of triggers, LFOs, and sequenc-
ers. Next are two assignable ADSR 
envelopes, as well as additional am-
plitude, pitch, and formant sections. All 
can be assigned to any synth parameter 
alone, or in macro-style groups via sim-
ple click and drag assignments.

Effected
There is also a full complement of 

Waves-quality effects, including auto- 
pan, chorus, compression, delay, dis-
tortion, limiting, and reverb, five of 
which can be chained in any order you 

choose. Finally, there are a pair of mas-
ter macro control knobs that can global-
ly dial back the modulation and effects 
with a single knob each. The signal path 
terminates at a four-band master EQ.

In use
I’ve been using Ovox for over a month 

now and I’m just scratching the surface of 
what it can do. Some of my vocal sound 
design sessions end in glorious triumph, 
while others end in abject frustration.

The best place to start is with the dozens 
of presets. These are categorized into logical 
sections such as Vocoding, Vocal Comping, 
Doubler, Voice Effects, Synth, Instruments, 
and External Carrier. These presets are a 
great way to learn how the program works 
and how Ovox can enhance your projects.

You may have noticed that the presets 
include a section called ‘Instruments’. Ovox 
works well on guitars, other synth tracks, 
and bass. It’s also great on non-tonal sourc-
es like drums and percussion, where it can 
impose harmony, chords, and new melo-
dies onto your drum tracks; Ovox is super 
fun to beat-box into—which leads to my 
current favorite use of the program, and 
why I wanted to review it in our singer/

songwriter issue. Ovox is a stellar modern 
composition tool. Even the most rudimenta-
ry pitch-challenged vocalist can hum mel-
odies and rhythms into Ovox and create 
instant modern pop, electronica-twinged 
compositions and sketches, all in real time.

One thing I need to point out is the 
(blink, and you’ll miss it) Gate control 
at the top of the program. It’s crucial 
to filter out mic handling noise, mouth 
clicks and pops, and room sounds, all of 
which can trigger Ovox into action. As 
such, clean up your tracks as much as 
you can before feeding them into Ovox.

Based on all that’s happening under 
the hood, Ovox does take a healthy 
amount of resources. In Cubase 10.5 
on a 2013 MacBook Pro i7 with 16 GB 
of RAM, a single instance of Ovox re-
quired 1/3 of my processor power.

Conclusions
Ovox sounds great. It’s powerful, re-

warding, and frustrating at times! Most of 
all though, it’s fun, inspiring, and it’s one 
of the most unique new effects plugins to 
hit the market in a long time.

Price: $149 ($69) on sale)
More From: waves.com

waves.com
colemanaudio.com
mailto:coley@colemanaudio.com
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Overview
EVO 4 is a 2x2 recording interface 

that supports up to 24/96 sound. Inputs 
include two combo jacks on the back 
panel and a JFET 1/4" instrument input on 
the front. The EVO 4 mic preamps are de-
signed to sound clean and transparent, 
and offer up to 50dB of gain (or -8dB of 
attenuation, totaling 58dB of gain range) 
with an EIN of -127dB. EVO is also load-
ed with class-leading conversion; AKM 
chips handle AD/DA with 113dB of dy-
namic range. There are 1/4" balanced 
monitor outputs on the back panel, and a 
1/4" headphone output on the front. EVO 
4 connects to the computer via USB 2.0 
and is completely bus powered.

Controls are intuitively laid out around 
a large multifunction volume knob; me-
tering is displayed on a ring of white 
LEDs that surrounds it. On the left side 
there are buttons for 48v, inputs 1 and 
2, and a green button that enables 
Smartgain Mode. On the right, there are 
two buttons for monitor mix and output 
volume. Pressing a button assigns said 
parameter the volume knob. 

The monitor mix button allows you to 
mix between monitoring the computer 
outputs or the direct inputs for low-latency  
monitoring. Pressing and holding the 

EVO By Audient EVO 4 USB Audio Interface
A sleek and modern new USB interface that’s compact, portable, and downright smart

REVIEW BY ALEX HAWLEY

EVO by Audient is a new sub 
brand of British audio com-
pany Audient. EVO by Audi-

ent launched with two interfaces 
at NAMM 2020: the EVO 4 and 
EVO 8. Their design focus is cen-
tered on professional sound in a 
fluid user experience. It comes 
loaded with useful smart features, 
such as Smartgain, which auto-
matically sets an optimal record-
ing level for musicians, podcast-
ing, gaming, and streamers.

monitor mix button will allow you to pan 
the inputs when in direct input monitor-
ing mode, and holding the main output 
button will mute the main outputs; hold-
ing down either input button will mute 
them as well.

Smartgain
Smartgain automatically sets the in-

put level of the microphone for you. Af-
ter pressing the green Smartgain button, 
each input will flash; this prompts you to 
select one or both inputs at the same time. 
Once an input source is selected, pressing 
the button again causes it to start flashing 
red—EVO 4 is now listening to the select-
ed inputs to determine where to set the 
gain. It will listen to the source for 6-10 
seconds, and then set the gain for you.

I tried Smartgain on several sources, 
and it did a great job of setting proper 
levels. In general, when setting levels we 
should try to speak, sing, or play with the 
highest volume that we plan on actually 
using, so as to not overload the preamp 
inputs. If you feed EVO 4 a quiet source 
when calibrating with Smartgain, but 
then step on a cranked distortion pedal, 
or suddenly start singing louder when you 
hit record (as often happens), you won’t 
get good results. Proper Smartgain setup 

minimizes guesswork, which is great for 
those of us who are new to the process 
of recording, or for times when you need 
to get your levels dialed in very quickly.

Loopback Recording
EVO 4 features loopback recording, 

which allows you to record computer 
audio simultaneously with your micro-
phone inputs. This feature sets the inter-
face apart for anyone who will be re-
cording podcasts or streaming anything 
such as games on Twitch. For example, 
if you are recording a podcast with a 
guest interview over Skype, you can 
record both your microphone input and 
the Skype feed at the same time. Or, you 
can record the high-quality stereo audio 
from your game while also capturing 
your microphone feed while stream-
ing. The loopback feature requires a 
few things to be set up correctly in your 
system preferences (which is explained 
in the User Guide), but once it’s config-
ured, it works very smoothly. 

This feature may also be useful for voi-
ceover talents who wish to record from 
home. With programs like Source-Con-
nect, EVO 4 makes it easy to record 
both the send and receive audio feeds 
for a more fluid workflow.

REVIEW
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In Use
Out of the box, EVO 4 setup was 

as easy as it gets; installing the drivers 
was quick, then it was off to the races! 
Learning the controls came naturally in 
no time. The EVO 4 aesthetic is modern, 
with a sleek black desktop appearance. 
It would fit nicely in a backpack to bring 
on the go. The lack of a wall wart also 
helps with its mobility, as EVO 4 runs on 
USB bus power. It would be nice to have 
some sort of rubber feet to keep it from 
sliding or moving around on the desktop, 
but that’s easily remedied.

The mic preamps sound great—clean, 
quiet, and sonically transparent. I’m a 
fan of the JFET instrument-level input. It 
sounds great with guitar and bass and 
exhibits the sonic richness you’d expect 
in a JFET front end.

One thing I noticed when using the 
EVO 4 is that the main monitor out-
puts shut down when headphones are 
plugged in. This is a great feature—it can 
work to avoid feedback and bleed issues 
while recording. My only concern with 
this is with regard to level matching; the 
headphone and monitor outputs share 
the same output level, so if you have high 
impedance headphones cranked while 
recording, and then unplug them when 
you’re finished, your monitors will also 
be cranked. Of course, you also need to 
make sure to mute the inputs before un-
plugging the headphones—if you unplug 
your phones while there’s a hot mic right 
in front of your speakers, you’ll be in for a 
very unpleasant surprise. It would be nice 
to have separate controls for headphone 
and monitor levels so that the transitions 
would require less button pushing and 
volume juggling. Beyond getting used to 
that transition though, I really do like the 
automatic monitor muting—it creates one 
less step every time you go to hit record.

Conclusion
In terms of both price and workflow, EVO 

4 is a very approachable interface, and it 
sounds great! The Smartgain and loop-
back features assist in making pro sound 
accessible to those who may be new or un-
familiar with audio recording. EVO by Au-
dient also currently offers the EVO 8, which 
has all of the same functionality and twice 
the I/O capabilities; it comes with four pre-
amps instead of two, as well as a second 
set of monitor and headphone outputs. In 

addition to the physical product, EVO 4 
and EVO 8 come with a suite of free soft-
ware when you register, including Cubase 
LE and the Retrologue 2 virtual instrument 
synth from Steinberg, Wall of Sound (a 
cab emulation plugin 
from Two Notes), and a 
few online mixing cours-
es from Produce Like a 
Pro. EVO 4 is a great 
value and an excellent 
choice for beginning 
musicians, podcasters, 
and streamers.

Price: $129
More from: audient.com

townsendlabs.com/reimagine
townsendlabs.com
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Inside the Inside the 
StudioStudio

with Mark Hornsby

Meet Jonatha
Jonatha Brooke is a singer/songwriter and guitarist from 

Massachusetts. She first made a name for herself in a duo 
called The Story, with her friend Jennifer Kimball, in the late 
80s. By the early 90s, they were signed to Elektra Records, 
and in 1993 released Angel In The House, which I consider a 
landmark piece of Jonatha’s discography. Eventually, the two 
split and Jonatha’s solo career went into full throttle. 

Jonatha subsequently released Plumb (1995) and 10 Cent 
Wings (1997), again, two iconic pieces in her musical leg-
acy. Fast forward to today, and to say that she’s had a wide 
and storied career (see what I did there?) would be an under-
statement. She’s written and performed songs like ‘I’ll Try’ for 
Disney’s film Return To Neverland. She composed music to the 
words of Woody Guthrie (The Works, 2008). Jonatha wrote, 
produced, and starred in her own one-woman play about her 
mom’s battle with Alzheimer’s (My Mother Has Four Noses). 
She’s conducted and participated in songwriting and record-
ing workshops across the US, and traveled the world telling 
her stories through song. Those that are familiar with Jonatha’s 
body of work love and respect her. Her identifiable voice, poi-
gnant songwriting, and myriad collection of guitar tunings are 
impressive. Obviously I think she’s really cool, so now, on to 
the topics at hand...
 



The Hits
Greatest hits albums are nothing new. In recent years, we’ve 

seen a lot of artists revisit their own catalogs—not only to re-
lease a greatest hits collection, but now, to re-record older 
songs. This way, the artist owns a master recording they can 
exploit, rather than the record label. One thing that I’ve no-
ticed watching Jonatha perform over the years is that as she’s 
gotten older, some of her songs have taken on a different feel 
and sometimes perhaps even a different implied meaning. I 
think this happens a lot with artists. A 20-year-old version of 
yourself has a different viewpoint on life, love, and happiness 
than say, the 40-year-old version of yourself. I’ve noticed when 
watching her perform live over the past several years, that 
some of her songs, songs that originally had a more produced 
sound on their released studio version, have taken on a notice-

ably different feel, and in a good way. So, after numerous 
discussions, Jonatha, Phil Naish, and I decid-

ed that we wanted to capture that 
difference in the studio.

All Photos: Erick Anderson

cloudmicrophones.com
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The Players
When we recorded Jonatha’s last full-length studio album,  

Midnight Hallelujah at Sweetwater Studios, the majority of the 
songs were based on a live rhythm section. So, we brought back 
Nick D’Virgilio on drums and Dave Martin on bass. Phil Naish 
was once again on keys and Sean Driscoll, who plays live with 
Jonatha quite a bit, was on electric guitar. Jonatha held down 
acoustic guitar, vocals, and the occasional piano part. Now, while 
everyone else was pretty isolated from one another, Jonatha was 
singing and playing an instrument at the same time. One might 
automatically think that, in doing this, her takes would simply be  
scratch parts that would be replaced later. We didn’t play like that. 
Our goal was to capture a performance, a moment in time, some-
thing special. From everybody. At the same time. Yes. I’m making 
a point. And the point is this: don’t be afraid to go for it. Don’t 
always live in the overdub world. When you have a room full of 
talented players, try capturing that first. If it’s not working, fine. But 
at least you tried. Does that mean we don’t go back and fix things? 
Of course not. We fix and comp lots of stuff together. The trick is in 
how you record it. Here’s how we did it.

Let the Microphones 
Do Their Job

Even though a vast majority of microphones that get used in 
the studio have multiple pickup patterns, a lot of engineers still 
leave everything in cardioid. The trick for me, in capturing a 
vocal/guitar performance with good separation between the 
two, is using the figure-eight pickup pattern and being mindful 
of where the microphones are pointed. In turn, I’m also paying 
attention to where they are canceling. On Jonatha’s vocal, I 
had a Neumann M149 tube condenser. On her guitar, I had a 
pair of Mojave 301 FET condensers. All of them were in figure 
eight. The 149 was hanging down off of a stand, so the dia-
phragm of the mic was right in front of Jonatha’s mouth.

Since it’s in figure eight, it’s canceling everything to the left, 
everything to the right, and, most importantly, the guitar that is 
directly underneath it. One of the 301 mics was on the bridge, 
and the other was pointed at the neck joint. Again, you have 
canceling of the sound on the left, canceling on the right. Also, 
you’re canceling everything above where the top of the mi-
crophone is pointed. When I’m setting this array up, I make 

Inside the Inside the 
StudioStudio

with Mark Hornsby

Phil Naish - keysPhil Naish - keysNick  D'Virgilio - drumsNick  D'Virgilio - drums Dave Martin - bassDave Martin - bassSean Driscoll - electric guitarSean Driscoll - electric guitar



sure the top (not where the diaphragm 
is pointed, but the actual top of the mi-
crophone) is pointed directly toward 
the singer's chin. This means the guitar 
mics are at about 45 degrees. Also, and 
equally important, all three mics are the 
same distance from her. I can literally 
take a piece of poster board and press 
it flat against the edge of all three mics 
equally. The reason for this is of course 
to avoid phasing issues.

The end result is that you can solo the 
vocal and barely hear the guitar and 
you can solo the guitar mics and barely 
hear the vocal. This not only makes pro-
cessing each source easier, but it also 
allows us to swap different parts of dif-
ferent takes or punch in (a vocal line, for 
example), and you’ll never hear it in the 
mix. This same type of technique was 
applied to the piano/vocal tracking. It 
was not figure-8 per se, but the idea of 
being mindful of what the microphones 
naturally do. In the cabinet of the Yama-
ha C7, I had two AKG 414s (XLS, not 
XLII) set to cardioid. On her vocal, I had 
a DPA d:facto. If you aren’t familiar with 
the d:facto, it really is a secret weapon. 

It can be viewed as a really expensive 
live microphone or a relatively inexpen-
sive studio microphone. The capsule that 
comes with/in it is the DPA 4018, which 
is supercardioid (you can swap with 
other DPA capsules) So, she’s singing 
into a supercardioid mic that's doing an 
outstanding job of focusing on her vocal 
and minimizing everything else. Since 
the piano cabinet is open, her voice is 
going to travel right over the tops of the 
piano microphones. In this example, 
if the 414 mics were in figure-8, they 
would be picking up part of her vocal. 
But, since they are in cardioid and fac-
ing the strings, they are canceling every-
thing that is above/behind the capsule. 
The end result is a really isolated vocal 
track and a really isolated piano track. 
It’s not uncommon to drape a packing 
blanket across an open piano in the stu-
dio to isolate the piano from the vocal 
and vice versa. However, in this tracking 
session, given the way we had every-
thing set up, it would have interfered 
with her line of sight with Phil and Nick. 
Honestly, I think what we did sounded 
better than the blanket trick.

Check It Out
Everything outlined above can be heard 

on Jonatha’s new greatest hits project, 
which should be out later this year. You 
can also check out Midnight Hallelujah, 
which I referenced earlier. The song ‘Too 
Much Happiness’ is so elegant—everyone 
live in the studio—I think what’s on the  
album is just one take, except for the back-
ground vocals. Anyway, it’s a good study 
for the above guitar/vocal techniques.

One of the things I love most about 
Jonatha is that she’s made a career out 
of all the things that make her unique, 
instead of chasing a style or the flavor 
of the day. If you can do that in today’s 
music business, my friends, you too will 
carve your own niche.

Mark Hornsby is an award-winning 
music producer and audio engineer. He 
is co-founder and president of EchoXS En-
tertainment, LLC, a company dedicated to 
providing artists with creative solutions by 
some of the best people in the business.

markhornsby.com        echoxs.com

aearibbonmics.com/products/ku5a
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Overview
The DPA 2028 is a high-quality con-

denser microphone designed for the 
stage. It comes in a sleek black finish 
and feels comfortable in the hands. Us-
ing an SM58 as a baseline, the 2028 
is slightly larger and more substantial 
and feels equally as rugged. It comes 
in three varieties: the wired XLR model 
(on review here), the SL1 (built-in wire-
less adapter for selected Shure, Sony, 
and Lectrosonics transmitters), and the 
SL2 (built-in wireless adapter for select-
ed Sennheiser transmitters). While the 
d:facto is modular and comes with inter-
changeable capsules, the 2028 comes 

with just one capsule, which serves to 
bring the price down.

The capsule in the 2028 is a new design 
by DPA. It combines cardioid and super-
cardioid directionality to minimize onstage 
feedback. Supercardioid microphones are 
great for live use but don’t offer as much 
rejection from the rear as cardioid micro-
phones do, which can cause problems 
when using wedge monitors on stage. 
The hybrid design of the 2028 capsule 
achieves the rear rejection of a cardioid mi-
crophone along with supercardioid direc-
tionality. This means it has a slightly tighter 
sweet spot than a cardioid but features 
excellent rejection from the sides and rear. 

DPA 2028
Studio-quality vocal clarity in the palm of your hand

REVIEW

BY ALEX HAWLEY

DPA has a reputation for building some of the most accurate and 
musical-sounding microphones on the planet, and for good rea-
son. Best known for its miniature microphone technology, DPA 

brings studio-quality sound to the stage in small, flexible packages that 
use practical mounts and clips for precise placement. The d:facto 4018VL 
(reviewed November 2013 as d:facto II) was the first DPA vocal micro-
phone for live handheld performance, and it’s still popular for its natural 
frequency response, off-axis rejection, and wide dynamic range. The 
new DPA 2028 aims to put a friendlier price point on the same quality 
and sonic character as the flagship d:facto. With the 2028, legendary 
DPA sound is more accessible than ever.

The polar pattern response chart depicts 
an evenly balanced response throughout 
the entire spectrum, slightly tightening up 
from 16kHz; this ensures that the timbre of 
the sound will not change when the source 
is slightly off-axis; it will sound somewhat 
lower in volume, but the sonic character 
will remain balanced.

In addition to the new capsule design, 
the 2028 also features new shock mount, 
pop filter, and mic clip designs. The 
shock mount aids in reducing handling 
noise and cannot be unmounted from 
the capsule. The pop filter features three- 
layer protection: the outer black metal 
grille, a foam windscreen, and then the 
inner metal pop filter. The included mic 
clip fits snugly and securely, but isn’t so 
tight that it’s a struggle to attach.

The 2028 capsule can withstand an 
impressive 160dB SPL before clipping, 
which I hope never to verify firsthand. 
It has plenty of headroom for any genre 
of live music performance. The frequen-
cy response is listed as 20Hz-20kHz, or 
100Hz-16kHz +/- 2dB (measured at 4.7 
inches). It has a permanent 3rd order low 
cut filter at 80Hz and a gentle boost from 
8kHz-9kHz. The rest of the spectrum looks 
completely flat on the response chart.  

The dynamic range of 117dB helps em-
phasize the quick transient response. The 
crisp and punchy sound of the 2028 helps 
with vocal clarity and speech intelligibility, 
as well as cutting through the mix.
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Sounds
The DPA 2028 sounds incredibly trans-

parent. In the time I spent with it on both 
male and female vocals, the resulting 
tracks fell naturally into place with min-
imal effort. Where some microphones 
would need a bit of EQ to help with pres-
ence and intelligibility, I found the 2028 
to have a very open and natural top 
end, with a sheen that helps it to speak 
in the mix. On most voices, the bump at 
around 8kHz lies just below the sibilance 
range, but I occasionally had to engage 
a gentle shelf or de-esser to tame partic-
ularly sibilant frequencies. The midrange 
is both smooth and polite, and I found 
myself adding a slight bump at around 
1kHz-2kHz for rock applications to add 
some teeth when appropriate. The low 
midrange at around 250Hz to 500Hz, 
sounds very evenly balanced and true 
to the source. With many instruments 
competing for space in this range, it’s im-
portant to make sure that there aren’t any 
honks or frequencies building up; in my 
experience with the 2028, there was no 
problem. The response is clean and clear.  

Sub-250Hz starts to gently roll off, with 
a more significant rolloff starting down 
around 80Hz to 100Hz. At times, I was 
hoping for a bit more low-end presence, 
especially on deeper male vocals. The 
2028 does have a nice proximity effect 
that can be leveraged for more lows, but 
only at the cost of more plosives sneak-
ing through. For most voices, the 2028 
low end is just right and translates into 
the mix beautifully.

One of the most impressive aspects 
of the DPA 2028 is its off-axis rejection. 
Sources that are slightly off-axis stay 
truly balanced, making it far more for-
giving when vocalists venture slightly 
off-mic. Sure, the volume attenuates a 
bit, but the overall shape of the sound 
remains true to the source. The rejec-
tion to the sides and rear is fantastic. I 
would bring this on a loud stage with 
the utmost confidence in its performance 
against feedback, and it seems to per-
form better than other handhelds I have 
tried in its class.  

The three-stage pop filter performs very 
well. I had a few run-ins with plosives  

sneaking through, but that could be 
chalked up to the placement and tech-
nique of the vocalist. Positioned 3-4" 
from the singer (DPA recommends 4.7"), 
the plosives were minimal.

Conclusion
The 2028 is exactly what you would 

expect from a DPA microphone; trans-
parent, uncolored, musical, and reliable. 
The vocalists I put it in front of were all 
ready to take it on the road with them! 
Male vocalists with deeper voices might 
desire slightly more low end response. 
Still, with the excellent proximity ef-
fect, off-axis performance, and realistic 
sound, the 2028 is a very well-rounded  
and road-ready vocal microphone. 
While it’s being advertised as a more 
budget-friendly version of the d:facto, I 
wouldn’t consider it a true ‘budget’ mi-
crophone. It’s an expensive microphone, 
but relatively more accessible than its 
modular sibling.

Price: $699
More from: dpamicrophones.com

dpamicrophones.com
cras.edu
cras.edu/gainful-employment
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MV88+ Video Kit
This is an update and companion 

product to the MV88 iOS Digital Ste-
reo Condenser Microphone (reviewed 
December 2016). The original MV88 
featured a built-in Lightning connector 
and a swivel mount designed to attach 
directly to your iOS device.

Rather than a self-contained solu-
tion, the new MV88+ is a standalone, 
clip-mountable microphone with a more 
traditional appearance. The whole mic 
measures 3" with a max 1" diameter. The 
all-metal body accounts for 1 3/4" of its 
size while the compact mic head is 1 1/4" 
with a 1 3/4" diameter. Despite its small 
size, it weighs 0.18 lb. with a robust feel.

M/S
Like the previous model, behind its 

metal mesh grille the MV88+ features 
three miniature 1cm capsules set up for 
M/S (mid-side) capture, with a front- 
facing cardioid capsule and side-facing 
bidirectional capsules in a figure 8 pattern 
behind it. The mic body is marked with a 
large L and R for proper positioning.

Specs and Modes
In addition to M/S, The MV88+ can 

be set for mono cardioid, mono bi-di-
rectional (Fig. 8), and true stereo use. It 
features a 20Hz to 20kHz frequency re-
sponse, 120dB max SPL, and 37 dBFS/
Pa sensitivity. There’s a highpass filter 

with settings of 75Hz and 150Hz. The 
MV88+ captures audio at 16 or 24 bit, 
and 44.1 or 48khz.

Connected
A miniature Micro-B USB connector is 

located on the backside of the mic. Here 
you’ll also find a convenient 1/8” head-
phone jack for monitoring. The MV88+ 
is fully bus powered.

An app for that...
The MV88+ will work just fine with any 

audio or video recording app on your 
iOS device, but to take full advantage 
of its features and alter its settings, you’ll 

Shure 

MV88+Video Kit
This microphone and video kit will 
supercharge your smartphone-generated media

REVIEW

REVIEW BY PAUL VNUK JR.

The smartphone—it’s our camera, calculator, social media gateway—
sometimes we even use it to make calls! It’s also one of the most 
useful pieces of technology available to today’s singer/songwriter. 

Almost every songwriter and composer I know uses their phone to record 
quick demos, test out arrangements, capture a live performance video 
or jot down quick melodic and lyrical sketches. All this, even though the 
built-in microphones in a smartphone leave a lot to be desired. As such, 
many companies have come to the table with all manner of smartphone 
microphone solutions big and small.

This month we look at the latest such offering from Shure: The MV88+, 
a petite digital stereo condenser microphone. It comes as part of a video 
kit that includes a Manfrotto® PIXI tripod—one of the nicest phone tripods 
on the market [PIXI is the bomb! -copy ed.]. The MV88+ Video Kit also 
comes with a clamp-style phone mount, a camera shoe-style mountable 
mic clip, Lightning and USB-C cables, and a foam pop filter.
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need to download the free Shure MOTV 
Audio and MOTV Video apps from the 
App Store. In addition to doing simple 
A/V recording, you can access the 
MV88+ mic settings from here, includ-
ing the highpass filter and even a simple 
compressor (with choices of light, medi-
um, or heavy compression). There’s also 
a five-band graphic equalizer. It’s here 
that you select the stereo and mono mic 
patterns, and in the case of M/S mode, 
you can dial in the width of the stereo 
field, and swap left and right channels.

Once you have your mic tweaked to 
taste, you can store your own preset or 
choose from one of five preset choices 
for speech, singing, single instruments, 
or a full live concert setting. Finally, 
there’s a monitor mix control that blends 
mic and iOS audio levels.

In use
The obvious application for this pack-

age (based on its name of course) is vide-
ography, and as such, I used the MV88+ 
to record audio and video of a few live 
band performances I was also mixing 
FOH for. The mic settings are simple 
to dial in, and I was delighted with the 
sound of the audio on the resulting video. 
It was clean and full, and not as prone to 
clipping as my stock iPhone microphone.

Used at a dialog-based studio video 
shoot, the MV88+ worked great as a 
secondary camera-mounted mic that 
blended well with the lavalier mic on 
the speaker and added an excellent 
sense of stereo dimension. While it 
wasn’t able to match the chesty proxim-
ity effect of the lav mic, I would have no 
qualms using just the MV88+ camera 
audio with a touch of EQ in the final 
video if I had to. This mic performed 
similar as or better than many of the 
standalone audio recorders I’ve used in 
similar situations in the past.

Price: $249
More from: shure.com

Moving away from video, I was pleas-
antly surprised by how well the MV88+ 
fared capturing audio when used with 
my iPhone XS Max as a stereo field re-
corder. The sound was wide, clear, and 
‘you are there’ present. Here, the wind-
screen was essential for minimizing the 
gentle winter breeze. The included PIXI 
tripod came in handy for keeping the re-
cording free from handling noise, both 
when used as an actual tripod, and also 
when held in the hand; when collapsed, 
the sturdy and stylish PIXI is about the 
same size as a handheld dynamic mic.

In the studio, the MV88+ is comfortable 
capturing an acoustic guitar when set to 
cardioid mode and placed about 8" off 
the 12th fret position, or it can yield great 
stereo acoustic guitar takes as well. Both 
M/S and stereo mode work nicely in 
front of a drumkit, and the MV88+ works 
well on spoken or sung vocals, again in 
cardioid mode about 6" from the mic.

Singers and songwriters
The MV88+ would be great in the go-bag 

or sitting on a singer/songwriter’s desk. 
Capture a promotional video for your next 
social media blitz, film or stream your next 
coffee house performance, and jot down 
ideas in audio when inspiration strikes. The 
sound quality of the Shure MV88+ is such 
that your scratch track could easily make 
the cut in your final production.

Conclusion
From its build quality to its sound qual-

ity and the well-designed kit—including 
the perfect PIXI stand—the Shure MV88+ 
Video Kit is perfect for singers, songwriters, 
sound designers, videocasters, and content 
creators of all types seeking a significant 
sonic step up for your iOS device.

shure.com
retroinstruments.com
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Review by Pauk Vnuk Jr.

For a recording songwriter, the focus 
should always be the song—to write, 
arrange and record the song with as 
little engineering fuss as possible. 
If that resonates with your way of 
thinking, then EZmix 2 by Toontrack 
and the Songwriters Tools EZmix Pack 
is aimed right at you.

EZmix 2 software (first reviewed in 
October 2012) comprises a multi-effects 
engine and pre-configured signal chains 
loaded with task-specific processes and 
effects chains that even include virtual 
amp setups. It launches in your DAW 
as a single window divided into three 
sections. There’s a preset browser with 
choices of Instrument Group, Effect (such 
as compressor, delay, EQ, distortion, 
reverb, tape sim, etc.), Type (group bus 
or channel insert), Genre, and Preset 
Pack. Select from this menu to suit 
your song, and then stylize at the next 
level with more specific presets: Small 
Room Male Voice, Soooo Vibey, Rock 
Acoustic, Big Wet Strings, and so on.

The Workflow
As you click on various preset chains, 

which are best auditioned as the song 
plays, the virtual room on the right 
shows a selection of audio processors, 
effects units, amps, pedals, and tape 
machines all in silhouette. As you scroll 
through presets, various devices light up 
and let you know which compressors, 
equalizers, reverbs, and such are baked 
into the selected preset.

Once you find the programs that work 
best for your material, your choices  
can be fined-tuned with four knobs 

down in the lower section. The first two 
are input and output controls, complete 
with level meters. The final two large 
silver dials are parameter controls that 
vary functionally by preset. Essentially, 
these are macro controls that adjust 
parameters as simple as compression 
level, or full chains such as ‘EQ Mid/
High, Hall Reverb Wet/Dry’ all with a 
single knob turn.

Tools for the songwriter
Is it really this simple? Well, they don’t 

call it EZmix for nothin’!
There are currently 55 available EZ-

mix Packs grouped as Guitar & Bass, 
Effects & Soundscapes, Vocals, Master-
ing, Genre, Artist, and a miscellaneous 
group which contains the Songwriters 
Tools EZmix Pack.

Songwriters Tools is authored by song-
writer/producer Mitch Allen, and his 
goal with the pack is to provide preset  
chains that can be quickly added to 

Songwriters Tools EZmix Pack
Need to get your song written and mixed quickly?  
This plugin and add-on pack make it easy...

your tracks to keep you in the creative 
zone. This pack contains fifty custom 
signal chains designed around the main 
instruments/vocals used in modern pop 
and rock songs.

While it’s easy to pigeonhole song-
writing into acoustic guitar, piano, and 
vocals scenarios, this set also includes 
selections for the modern songwriter 
with choices of amped and distorted 
vocals, aggressive drums, trippy guitars, 
lush strings, and more.

Mix Ez
I used the Songwriters Tools EZmix 

Pack on sessions as minimal as one 
acoustic guitar and one vocalist. I did 
an acoustic session of three acoustics, 
DI bass, cajón, vocals, shakers and 
tambourine, and I also did a live re-
cording containing ten channels of 
drums, bass, electric and acoustic gui-
tars, keys (on a piano patch), and three 
vocalists. In each instance, the plugin 
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did its job admirably to enhance the 
song and give it some polish quickly 
with only gentle tweaking. 

There are fifty presets. They’re di-
vided up into seven categories in the 
Songwriters Tools EZmix Pack. With an 
average of seven presets per group, 
you might not find what you’re looking 
for if you use only the preset names as 
your guide. For instance, there are six 
male vocal presets and zero female vo-
cal presets. My advice: explore all the 
presets thoroughly by auditioning them; 
work through them all—you’ll probably 
find something that meets your particu-
lar needs of the moment. Also, don’t be 
afraid to think outside the box and try 
guitar presets on drums, string presets 
on vocals, and don’t forget that EZmix 
2 contains its own collection of 350+ 
preconfigured preset chains.

EZmix 2 and the Songwriters Tools 
EZmix Pack might not appeal to creative 
folks who like to get super deep into 
their own custom signal processing and 
effects chains, but that’s not the purpose 
of these tools; rather, the paradigm here 
is selecting suitable presets and then 
tweaking them with small but immedi-
ately effective sets of controls.

One last thing about EZmix 2: you 
don’t need to worry about system specs! 
I have a 2013 MacBook Pro with 16 
GB of RAM, and when I loaded up 20 
mono / 16 stereo instances of EZmix 2 
in Cubase 10.5, my performance meter 
barely broke a sweat. As long as your 
DAW can handle AU, VST, AAX or 
RTAS, you’re good to go.

When you’re letting the creative juic-
es of composition, performance and 
arrangement flow, may your mixing 
be EZ!ontrack.com

Price: EZmix 2 $179; Songwriters 
Tools EZmix Pack $49
More From: toontrack.com

toontrack.com
strymon.net/iridium
t-funk.com


Demo This!
With all the new channels available for self-distribu-

tion, many of today’s singer/songwriters release and 
promote their own material themselves, bypassing the 
traditional dance with record labels. While demos are 
still a part of the process for many, the notion of what 
actually constitutes a demo has changed.

Back in the day, singer/songwriters were often ad-
vised to keep it simple. The classic voice/guitar or 
voice/piano demo was said to more easily allow A&R 
people to imagine the creative possibilities of the mu-
sic, without the bias that could be injected by a specif-
ic production template. In reality, things didn’t always 
work like that. While some artist reps and A&R types 
(like producers running their own labels) might be able to 
hear the possibilities in a simple demo, more often than 
not, most would react negatively to a lack of solid pro-
duction—the closer a demo sounded to a professional 
production, the more positively it would be received by 
A&R departments.

Of course, these days there’s no excuse for not work-
ing up a commercial-sounding arrangement/produc-
tion, not only for self-distributed material but even for 
demo submissions—the editing capabilities and the 
wealth of top-notch processing available in the mod-
ern DAW can provide everything needed, except for of 
course the singer/songwriter’s skill at using those tools. 
But even with so many good-sounding inexpensive 
mics, virtual instruments, and mix processors available, 
it’s essential to make sure that there’s something unique 
about the particular sound of each song. Don’t fall back 
on the same presets or basic beats, or use the same 
effects in the same way on every song—just like chang-
ing up the chords, rhythms, and other musical details 
from song to song, we should change up the production 
elements as well—it may require a little more work (or 
a lot more work!), but the increased variety and dis-
tinctive qualities of assorted songs and projects will be 
worth the extra effort.

Balancing Act
This raises a fundamental question for people work-

ing alone in DAW-based production environments: even 
though all the tools may be laid out in front of you, should 
you try to do it all yourself, or should you enlist the help of 
others? There’s a certain appeal to being a self-contained 
artist/producer/engineer, but dividing your attention be-
tween different creative and technical aspects of produc-
tion can become frustrating and result in a loss of focus 
on the most basic thing—the song itself. In the old days, 
collaboration between artists and studio personnel was 
standard procedure, and it’s still a good idea today!

THE SINGER/SONGWRITER

INSIDE 
THE BOX
with Joe Albano
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n the heyday of the analog recording era, music production 
was the domain of the traditional recording studio, with its 
inventory of expensive high-end recording equipment and 

its reliance on professional engineers to run it all. The project stu-
dio revolution changed all that. The shift to DAW-based production 
transformed the industry, and no one was more affected by this 
than the singer/songwriter. Thanks to the availability of reasonably 
priced high-quality tools, the lone creative can now wear all the hats 
and deliver pro-level recordings suitable for direct distribution. Here 
we’ll explore some of the specific challenges faced by the indepen-
dent singer/songwriter.

The traditional singer/songwriter approach was to write songs, 
record simple, self-accompanied demos, and then submit these 
to labels for deals, or to artists for song placements. This model 
changed in the DAW era. Now, fresh talent comprises beat makers, 
arrangers, and producers as well. Instead of starting with lyrics, 
melodies and hooks, these artists build up songs from loops and 
grooves, so they’re actually shopping feels and arrangements that 
(often very specifically) contextualize their lyrics and melodies.

I



DAWs suitable for singer/songwriters 
range from simple free programs like 
GarageBand or Audacity to high-end 

workstations like Logic, Pro Tools, and Live

esi-audio.com
11dmedia.com
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Joe Albano is a musician/engineer/producer/educator 
and former studio owner in NYC. Contact him at 
joealbano@recordingmag.com.

The Well-Tempered Project Studio
Whether a modern singer/songwriter chooses to work on 

their own or collaborate with others, there are a few things 
that can help optimize the production process for better results. 
Primary considerations involve the organization of time and the 
division of labor. 

A typical production will have several stages—writing, ar-
ranging, recording, editing, mixing, and mastering. These used 
to be separate activities, often with different personnel involved 
at each stage. The songs would be written, an arrangement 
worked up, then producer and artist would go into the studio 
and record basic tracks and maybe some overdubs. When all 
the recording was done, they’d turn to the mix. Then finally, the 
mix would be sent to a dedicated mastering engineer.

Today, there’s a lot more overlap between these activities, 
and this can present some problems for the singer/songwrit-
er—especially one who’s working alone. It’s common for a mul-
titasking artist/engineer/producer to bounce around from task 
to task, intermingling songwriting, recording, editing, and mix-
ing. Many people mix as they go, working up arrangements 
(and sometimes even multiple arrangements) as parts are being 
laid down, and then during the mixing stage they bounce back 
and forth between editing and mixing. 

Focus
This approach can—and does—work for many people, but 

there’s still something to be said for a more laser-like focus 
on one particular task at a time. The whole process becomes 
easier when a dedicated engineer is handling the technical 
side during recording and tracking, thus freeing up the singer/
songwriter to focus on arrangements and performances at this 
stage. The engineer can watch recording levels and even work 
up a mix as he goes, while the songwriter performs or produc-
es the performances.

If you’re working all on your own, it’s still possible to focus 
on specific tasks by managing the sessions. One technique for 
a singer/songwriter wearing both performer and engineer hats 
might be to set up for multiple tracks needing to be recorded at 
the start of the session even if they’re going to be overdubbed 
one-by-one. Get proper levels for each source or instrument, 
dial up any needed input processing, set mic positions, and 

then step up to the mic and forget about all the rest—just focus 
on performing. A good way to implement this approach is by 
setting up a template in your DAW ahead of time. [check out 
Chain of Tools: Creating Signal Path Templates for Home Re-
cording, by Bill Stunt, in our October 2019 issue -ed.]

Recording Templates
Many DAWs provide factory templates for different musical 

styles and allow users to save their own custom templates as 
well. A template opens as a blank session—empty tracks at the 
ready, with plugin processing, selected virtual instruments, and 
studio monitoring all set up and ready to go. Open a template 
and hit record with minimal fuss!

Play Now, Tweak Later
When recording begins, do several takes of each part—

enough to be confident that you’ve nailed all the bits—but don’t 
stop to edit or do comping while you’re in the performance 
zone—check the playback, but leave the comping for later.

When recording virtual instruments, choose the sound and 
go through the setup procedure (such as setting velocity and af-
tertouch response curves, etc.) before recording; ideally, these 
settings will be saved in a template! Don’t stop after every take 
to tweak the patch—it’s tempting because the instrument is right 
there in front of you! Again, focus on the performance or ar-
rangement. Ignoring the technical side for now may well result 
in better, more musically interesting parts.

Editing vs. Mixing
One thing I always strongly suggest is to not intermingle 

editing (i.e. comping, MIDI quantization, or audio warping/
flexing) and mixing. Editing is about the music—the perfor-
mances; mixing is about the sound—balance, tone, effects. 
Dial up a (very) rough mix and go through the tracks, com-
ping and editing as needed, focusing on the music. When 
that’s done, then redirect your focus to the mix, and see it 
through without distractions.

Likewise, if a dedicated mastering engineer (always rec-
ommended) isn’t available, take a sufficient break (a day, 
a week, if possible) and come back to the project with fresh 
ears before finalizing.

Wrapping Up
If a singer/songwriter can manage to apply focus to the 

most important tasks at each stage of production—by whatever 
means—there’s every likelihood that they’ll end up with better 
performances, a better mix, and a better final master.

INSIDE 
THE BOX
with Joe Albano
THE SINGER/SONGWRITER

mailto:joealbano@recordingmag.com


The STAGE 1 isolators eliminate the boominess and challenges touring musicians experience 
while playing on stages in a variety of venues and locations. Use the isolators in the studio 
when trying to capture that tight open sound, or at home to give your neighbors a break.
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Sonible is an Austrian company that’s earned its reputation on the success of a 
handful of filter plugins, including the AI-assisted Smart EQ Live and Smart EQ 2. 
smart:comp is an AI-powered compressor and it’s the latest release by Sonible.

smart:comp combines an easy to use broadband compressor with a sophisticated 
multi-band spectral compressor that analyzes and tonally balances over two 
thousand frequency bands. According to Sonible, it accomplishes this by employing 
a ‘content-aware AI-based system’ called smart:engine.

Any confusion caused by this description dissipates quickly as you start working 
with smart:comp. Getting good results is incredibly easy, and with just a bit of 
tweaking, truly great sounds are at your fingertips. Let’s get started by looking at 
the interface and tracing the workflow.

smart:comp GUI
The interface is divided into two main panes. The upper pane shows a dynamic 

display of the incoming audio. The two horizontal lines running across the display 
represent the compression threshold and the gain change ratio. You can click and 
drag these or use the rotary knobs to the left to adjust the values. There are also con-
trols for attack and release. These are standard compressor functions, and very nicely 
implemented here.

Profile drop-down
The fun AI magic begins when you light up the Learn function. From a drop-down 

menu, you can select a profile 
that matches your source au-
dio—male and female vocals, 
keyboards, guitar, drums, etc., 

and Sonible has confirmed that more 
profiles will soon be released, including 
bus profiles. The AI engine analyzes 
the dynamic character of the incoming 
audio, and the display becomes active 
with a scrolling waveform. Within a few 
short seconds, smart:comp automatically 
and intelligently sets all of the compres-
sion parameters—just like that! 

The waveform shows the compressed 
audio superimposed over the original. 
The very top of the graph provides a vi-
sual representation of the gain change 
amount in play.

Attack and release shaper/
focus shaper

You can tweak any of the values to 
suit the tune and your vision for the 
mix. Using the visual attack and re-
lease shaper allows you to make more 
granular changes (click the little arrow 
beside the release knob to reveal the 
shaper). You can adjust the time and 
slope of the attack and release behav-
iors, as well as the compressor hold 
time—a nice touch.

There’s also a powerful focus view 
tool, which allows you to set the frequency 
range that the detection algorithm fo-
cuses on (or ignores). You get a visual 
representation of the audio, making it 
easy to detect particularly energetic fre-
quency ranges. You can choose to filter 
around elements that you’d like to have 
punch through—a snare, for instance—
or focus on areas you want to see atten-
uated. There’s a lot of audio joy to be 
found in these functions!

Spectral compression view
The spectral compression dialog fills 

up the lower half of the GUI. A sono-
graph represents incoming audio. 
When spectral compression is switched 
on, smart:comp intelligently analyzes 
two thousand plus frequency bands 
and selectively applies compression to 
achieve a tonal as well as a dynamic 
balance. You can limit the frequency 
range affected by spectral compression 
by dragging a pair of pass filters at the 
top and bottom of the display.

Review by Bill Stunt

Sonible smart:comp
An AI-assisted spectral dynamic compressor plugin
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Peluso Microphone Lab

PELUSOMICROPHONELAB.COM

Detailed, ultra-high resolution
Crystal clear low self-noise
Excellent on all vocals and instruments
Rich lows, detailed mids & clean high-end air
Unique FET-tube combination ampliier
Center-terminated 3-wire brass capsule
9 ind9 indexed polar-patterns 
Case, power supply, cable, & mounts included
Handmade in USA
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THE P-280 DELIVERS AN ULTRA-HIGH 
RESOLUTION SIGNAL, CRYSTAL CLEAR LOW 
NOISE-FLOOR AND VACUUM TUBE WARMTH.  THE 
PERFECT COMBINATION TO RECORD THROUGH ANY 

OF TODAY’S WIDELY DIVERSE SIGNAL CHAINS.

Gloriously, smart:comp lets you side-
chain into the spectral compressor. When 
spectral ducking is engaged, the control 
track will intelligently attenuate at the 
frequencies shared with the controlling 
track. Again, you can limit the range of 
frequencies that will be affected, making 
this one of the most effective side chain 
compressors I’ve ever worked with.

In use
I was working on a mix project while 

doing this review; I used tunes from it to 
test smart:comp. I started by subbing in 
smart:comp on tracks where I was al-
ready applying a bit of compression. In 
every case, the results delivered by the AI 
gave me something useful. The AI gener-
ally comes back with fairly low ratios and 

pelusomicrophonelab.com
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modest thresholds, resulting in subtle but 
very musical gain management.

Tweaking the focus and the slopes 
of the attack and release curves and 
making fine adjustments to the hold 
control allowed me to dial in more tai-
lored sounds that dressed some tracks 
up more to my personal liking. Changes 
to the slope of the attack and release 
made subtle but effective improvements 
to guitar and drum tracks in particular.

In the case of smart:comp spectral 
compression, I had to re-think some pro-
cessing. I went back to the tracks where 
I had inserted smart:comp and turned 
off any EQ that was also being applied. 
I reset the smart:comps and the new  

results instantly became more defined. 
Subtle things gained prominence. 

A triplet guitar figure that was being 
obscured by the strummed guitar part 
popped out in the mix. Tonal subtle-
ties came to the fore, and harshness 
receded. In some cases, the processed 
smart:comp audio alone was superior to 
what I had done with multiple plugins. 
In every case, I was able to tweak out a 
very useable result—different from what 
I previously dialed in, but very useable, 
and kind of humbling.

Spectral Ducker on a drum loop
The spectral ducker might be my fa-

vorite feature. One of the tunes I was 

Sonible smart:comp

Spectral Ducker

Broadband Compressor

recordingmag.com
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There’s a lot of bang for your audio buck 
here—and you can filter out the bang if 
that’s an issue!

working on had a drum loop as a prom-
inent feature of the rhythm track. The 
kick in the loop, despite some surgical 
EQ, kept getting lost. Using that track to 
control the bass via sidechain resolved 
the issue. It took a bit of time to adjust 
the sensitivity and frequency range, but 
boy was it worth it! The kick now sits 
beautifully in the mix, and the attenua-
tion of the bass guitar is so subtle, it’s 
not even noticeable.

I also used this feature to attenuate 
ever so slightly the guitar bus using 
the lead vocal as the control track. The 
vocal got a tiny boost of prominence, 
which made a massive difference in the 
overall mix. Again, I fussed with the sen-
sitivity and the frequency range to get 
the best results.

smart:comp on a drum bus
The broadband compressor is trans-

parent yet effective. Spectral compres-
sion adds an x-factor; by adjusting the 
sensitivity of the analysis algorithm and 
by tweaking the frequency range, you 
can hone in on a smoothness and focus 
that would be much more time consum-
ing to dial in with multiple plugins. This 
tool is excellent on buses!

I ended up swapping out most of my 
other compressors with smart:comp. 
A huge bonus: smart:comp is relative-
ly easy on the CPU. A few tracks still 
worked better with character-type com-
pressors, but for most tracks smart:comp 
achieved the gain management I was 
looking for with the bonus of sculpting 
tracks tonally in a very sophisticated 
and effective manner. Another bonus: I 
ended up using a lot less EQ.

Beautifully, the plugin has an auto 
gain setting, which means you don’t 
have to raise and lower the gain when 
you toggle the compressor in and out 
for preview; it adjusts itself, so you’re 
not biased by a louder or quieter signal 
post-compression. I love this feature!

Conclusion
When considering adding smart:-

comp to your audio tool chest, you’d be 
doing it a disservice to view it as being 
just another compressor. It’s really in a 
distinct and unique category all its own. 

Price: $129
More From: sonible.com

fluidaudio.com
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UR-C Series Overview
While this review focuses on the 

UR44C, the Steinberg UR-C Series 
comes in three flavors: the 2x2 UR22C, 
the 6x4 UR44C, and 16x16 UR816C. 
Each model features the same Class-A 
Yamaha D-Pre preamps, and 32bit/192 
kHz converters. Each model makes use 
of superspeed USB 3.1 over USB-C for 

connection (hence the C in the names) 
and the same SSP3 DSP chip for low- 
latency monitoring. For those in need, 
the 816C provides ADAT optical I/O as 
well as BNC connectors for word clock.

Unboxing
I’ve not handled any prior interfaces  

from Steinberg, so my first thought 

when pulling the UR44C out of the box 
was that this is a substantial piece of 
hardware. Weighing in at nearly 3.5 
lbs., the all-metal chassis feels real-
ly solid. The front panel features four 
Neutrik XLR-TRS connectors and four 
corresponding input gain knobs, each 
with a dedicated peak and +48v LEDs. 
There is also an LED to inform the user 

REVIEW

REVIEW BY  
JOHN CZERWINSKI

Last October, Steinberg re-
leased the UR-C series, the 
latest revision of its popular 

UR interfaces. As an avid long-
time user of Steinberg products, 
and (to be completely transpar-
ent) selfishly in the market for a 
new interface, I was anxious to 
see what the updated Steinberg 
line had to offer for the working 
musician. If you’re interested 
in reading previous UR Series 
reviews from the magazine, 
the UR22mkII was reviewed 
in April 2018, and the Rupert 
Neve transformer-equipped UR-
RT2 and UR-RT4 were featured 
in November 2018.

Steinberg UR44C  
USB Audio Interface
The latest evolution of the popular Steinberg/ 
Yamaha UR series interfaces, now with USB-C

OPERATING SYSTEM
Mac: ............................................macOS Sierra, High Sierra, Mojave, and Catalina
Windows: ............. Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8.1 (64-bit), Windows 10 (64-bit)
Mac iOS: ...............................................................................iOS 10, 11, 12, and 13
Ports: ................................................................................... USB Type-C, 3.0 or 2.0
CPU: .........Intel Core i-Series multicore processor, 2 GHz or faster or AMD equivalent
RAM: .................................................................................................minimum 2 GB
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GET CONTROL! [OfflfDD 
manufacturing inc 

www.clearsonic.com 

that the UR44C is connected to the 
computer via USB. Two push-button se-
lector switches activate +48v phantom 
power for the input channels in pairs. 
Finally, there are two (thank you!) head-
phone jacks with level controls, as well 
as a backlit output knob that makes 
it easy to find in a dark environment. 
The knobs feel substantial, with a good 
amount of resistance; Steinberg didn’t 
cut corners here.

The backside of the unit houses bal-
anced 1/4" TRS line inputs for channels 
5 and 6, two pairs of 1/4" TRS stereo 
line outputs, an additional dedicated 
1/4" TRS stereo main out, and 5-pin 
MIDI in and out. Accompanying the USB 
3 connection is a 12v DC input and a 
power source selector switch to stipu-
late whether the unit is bus or externally 
powered. Two other nice touches: the 
top of the unit is silkscreened with the 
rear connections so that you don’t have 
to turn it around to determine the loca-
tion of the jacks, and there‘s a security 
slot for attaching a locking cable

Impressions
I downloaded the Tools for UR-C, ex-

tracted the software, and ran the installa-
tion on my iMac Pro. After restarting, the 
Basic FX Suite was authorized via eLicens-
er Control Center. All transpired without 
any issues or complications.

The mic preamps sound very good 
and clean for a unit at this price point, 
and the headphone amp delivers a 
strong, clean signal. The number of in-
puts and outputs makes it perfect for a 
small studio or mobile recording appli-
cations. However, where the UR-Series 
really shines is in its realtime, internal 
DSP processing.

DSPMixFX
The DSPMixFX application is the soft-

ware that controls the internal routing 
and effects processing for zero-latency 
monitoring. I can tell you from prior expe-
rience using other mix software apps that 
the DSPMixFX application is one of the 
simplest and most full-featured available.

The layout of the main window fea-
tures a basic mixer with faders: six in-
put channels, the DAW channel, FX 
channel, and master bus. The gain sec-
tion of each channel has indicators for 
-60db, -18db, and overload, as well as 
an indicator for +48v phantom power.  

clearsonic.com
stedmanusa.com
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DSPMixFX settings natively without need-
ing to open the standalone application. The 
same goes for running Cubasis on my iPad 
Pro utilizing Apple’s Connection Kit; though 
the iPad Pro can’t power the UR44C like it 
can the UR22C, it still creates a really slick 
mobile recording setup. In a pinch, I could 
even run the software on my iPhone.

Conclusion
There’s very little to quibble about over 

the UR44C. The unit is priced well and has 
a host of great features for a small project 
studio or for mobile recording, especially 
considering the internal DSP processing 
power. And if you’re just getting into re-
cording, Steinberg bundles both Cubase 
AI and Cubasis LE to get you started. I think 
I may have found my new interface!

While having this much DSP available 
for monitoring is incredibly useful, Stein-
berg went the extra step and offered the 
option to print the effects if desired while 
recording, via a simple button on each 
channel labeled “FX REC.”

Loopback
While we’re discussing useful features, 

let’s talk about loopback. Loopback mix-
es the incoming audio with playback 
audio from your DAW and then sends 
them back to the computer for broadcast-
ing—an incredibly useful feature for live 
streaming to a social media platform or 
recording tutorial videos.

The DSPMixFX software can be used 
with any DAW platform, but its seamless 
integration with the Steinberg line of DAW 
software is fabulous. When I launched 
Cubase Pro and loaded a demo project, 
the Inspector panel showed a UR44C tab, 
which made it possible to access all the 

One can also select a highpass filter (con-
figured in the software’s settings) and re-
verse the input polarity. Inputs 1-6 offer 
pre-fader effects routing, a post-fader 
send for global reverb, pan knob, and fi-
nally a channel fader with mute and solo 
mode switches. Adjacent input channels 
can be linked as a stereo pair if desired.

The Basic FX package includes a 
full-featured channel strip (more on that 
in a moment) and four guitar amp simu-
lators that utilize Yamaha’s amp model-
ing technology, covering clean, crunch, 
lead, and drive. The amp selections 
provide enough options and control to 
provide your electric guitar player good 
feedback when plugging directly into 
the unit for tracking. The channel strip 
(referred to in the manual as the ‘Sweet 
Spot Morphing Channel Strip‘) includes 
a compressor section with sidechain 
and drive options, as well as a three-
band EQ. Quite unique is the morph 
knob, which simultaneously adjusts the 
compressor and EQ settings, so one 
can experiment with getting the initial 
sound they’re looking and then easily 
tweak the settings as needed. Presets 
cover a wide range of instruments and 
audio colorization starting points. Lastly, 
global reverb is handled by the Yamaha 
Rev-X platform. Three reverb types are 
included: Room, Hall, and Plate.

Price: UR22C $189.99, UR44C $349.99, 
UR816C $629.99
More from: steinberg.net

Steinberg UR44C
USB Audio Interface

steinberg.net
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Readers’
TRACKS

BY MARTY PETERS

Listen online at  RECORDINGMAG.COM

Readers’ Tracks is where respected engineer 
and producer Marty Peters listens to your 
recordings and critiques them, pointing out 
where and how you can make them better. 
Listen to the songs, read the reviews, and 
submit your own materials online.

“If I Vote For You” / Mike Bernier

Equipment: Roland TD6 drums, Epiphone P-Bass, Warmoth 
strat copy, Gibson Les Paul Custom, Shure KSM44, Line 6 POD 
XT, Focusrite TwinTrak Pro, Mackie Onyx 400F, Cubase, Sound 
Forge, Ozone, DBX 1066 Compressor, JBL LSR and Sony sur-
round (w/sub) monitors.

Music: “If I Vote For You” is a male vocal rock song done in 
its entirety by Mike.

Recording: Well, what could be more appropriate during 
election season than such a timely titled song! Friends, be ad-
vised: we will be steering clear of anything out of our purview. 
Tracking, mixing, arrangements, and performances are the or-
der of the day here at Readers’ Tracks; we’ll swing clear of the 
rest! “Vote for You” is a relatively dense and ambitious work, 
particularly from a one-man band operation. Starting with the 
pros, Mike did an excellent job with his drums here. The per-
formance is really solid, and the tones derived from his Roland 
TD6 electronic drums are excellent—all the components, kick, 
snare, toms and cymbals, are effective through our monitors. 
The bass guitar, while relatively simple in nature, performs its 
rhythm partner duty well, locking in with the kick at key mo-
ments to move the track down the line. Other highlights include 
the excellent stacked backing vocals, and (for the most part) 
the electric guitar army, though the density of both, combined 
with their placement, comes across as a bit crowded at times. 
Areas of concern for us center around spatial placement and 
some compression/limiting artifacts on the lead vocal. Through 
both headphones and monitors, the lead vocal is panned left 
of center in the mix for the entire duration of the song. While 
it’s certainly within anyone’s right to place it there, we found it 
distracting in this case. We also hear some significant smear-
ing on Mike’s voice, particularly on ‘S’ and ‘T’ sounds, that 

indicate a compression/limiting miscalculation during tracking 
or mixdown. 

Suggestions: Mike went all in on this recording, with fine results 
overall. Regarding suggestions, we’d encourage him to widen his 
stereo field where the electric guitars are concerned; there’s plen-
ty of room to go around! As for the lead vocal, we can’t be cer-
tain why it’s not centered, but the right-panned delay is not strong 
enough to keep our ears from being pulled uncomfortably to the left. 
Center the vocal, and then experiment with some creative side-to-
side panning of the delay instead. Finally, compression artifacts are 
never a good thing; reset the controls to eliminate the issue—some 
fader automation in the box would be a good way to proceed.

Summary: Easy fixes, and remember to vote!

“Magic Moment”/ Ben Kitay with Courtney Stone

Equipment: Epiphone Les Paul guitar, Ibanez bass, MXL V67 
microphone, Ableton Live, MacBook Pro, M-Audio Oxygen 
MIDI controller, Korg Triton keys, Pearl Export drum kit with 
Zildjian A cymbals.

Music: “Magic Moment” is an alt rock song. Ben did it all, 
with Courtney on vocals.

Recording: Ben and Courtney have submitted a strong effort 
here, one that’s only a few tweaks away from being totally suc-
cessful. Starting from the top, both the writing and the arrange-
ment are top notch, and honestly, that’s a heck of a head start! The 
moody keyboard, bass, and electric guitar intro is kept well under 
our one-minute limit, and the introduction of the propulsive drums 
at the 42-second mark is certainly welcome! While we found the 
tones to be somewhat lackluster (particularly the flabby kick drum 
sound), the movement they provide is essential to the song. Con-
tinuing on, the double synth bass is a cool choice, and the 9:00 
and 3:00 panning placement in the stereo field works quite well. 
As far as the remaining sound sources are concerned, through our 
monitors the electric rhythm guitar sounds too distant to be truly ef-
fective (though curiously not so for the solo at the end of the song) 
and the tom fills are somewhat clumsy sounding. All that said, 
the real star of the show here is Courtney’s gorgeous vocals, and 
except for a wee bit of compression sibilance, Ben has done a 
great job with their tracking and placement in the mix. Courtney’s 
sultry voice impressed us greatly, and the marriage between it and 
the MXL V67 microphone is money, as they used to say. Sweet!

Suggestions: A few adjustments should have things running 
smoothly in short order. First up, we’d encourage Ben to spend 
some quality time with his drum tones; while we’re not sure exactly 
what’s here (a combination of live and programmed drums?) we’d 
like to hear a beefier kick and a simpler tom performance for start-
ers. We also encourage Ben to take a less apologetic stance with 
his rhythm guitar; it should be at least as present as the string pads 
in our view. Lastly, while we can’t know where in the chain the 
compressor/limiter is placed, backing it off a tad should eliminate 
the sibilance on Courtney’s excellent vocal performance.

Summary: Good Stuff!

https://recordingmag.com/readers-tracks/


Do songs start with an idea or a concept for you? Or
do you noodle until you hit a little melodic thing
and then develop from there? What’s the root?
It’s different. What happens with Journey, for
example, we’ll just go in and jam, because that’s
an ensemble. We are just progressively working
with each other. So then the lyric and the
melody has to be found. But then, when I’m sit-
ting at home and I get an idea like “Faithfully,”
for example, I didn’t know what the title was
gonna be, I just started writing: “Highway run
into the midnight sun. Wheels going around
and you’re on my mind…” So it didn’t get a title
until I got to, “Oh girl, you stand by me. I’m for-
ever yours.” And that’s got to be “Faithfully”
right there. So I didn’t have the title until I got
to the title, and those words just flowed in half
an hour on a napkin. I had my Casio on my bed,
and I plunked, plunked, plunked. I swear. And
then I went to soundcheck and played it on a
real piano, and I went, “It’s a very good song.” 

What percentage of the songs that you brought to
the band ended up getting cut?
Every one of  them. 

Interviewed by Michael Laskow

So many people talk about you being gifted with
melody, but few ever talk about your lyric chops.
How are they?
Well, I’ve gotten more confident. I am the guy
who wrote “Faithfully,” by the way. That is my
song, 100%. It’s a road song, but that’s all me. So
I really got my confidence coming out of  The
Babys with Steve [Perry]. And Steve had such an
instinct. And the one thing that I learned about
writing is the character of  a singer. John [Waite]
had a character. He was sort of  like the Vampire
Lestat, you know. He was very sexual, sensual—
“I want you baby,” “Oooh, oooh, baby.” So it
was easy to write because John wasn’t afraid to
sing about lovey, sexy things. [He sings] “Every
time I think of  you, it always turns out good.”
Beautiful stuff. Steve Perry was the boy next
door. Steve Perry never really got the girl. It
was, “Love and touch ’em, and she was squeez-
ing another.” Remember? And, “Hopelessly in
love with you, but you never call me up.” So he
was the guy that never got the girl. And even in
“When You Love a Woman,” the Grammy-nom-
inated ballad, he doesn’t get the girl. He just
doesn’t get the girl. She’s waiting out there,
somewhere. Rod Stewart had that character; he
picks songs that suit his persona. And I think
it’s very important to pin the tail on the right
place when you’re trying to… 

Coming from The Babys to Journey, he [Steve
Perry] already had a formula. He had this sort of
safe sex, if  you will. Journey never really sang a
really sexy girl-song. We stayed away from it,
because that wasn’t who we were—especially
Steve. His character was an innocent guy from
the San Joaquin Valley that loved the country.
He loved God, he loved hopes and dreams. He
was a dreamer. But he wasn’t overtly [sexy in
what he sang]. So we never did that with him.

So that’s what I learned about character. Cyndi
Lauper was a great example of  somebody who is
bubbly—“Girls just want to have fun.” It works,

and she very seldom strays from that character,
that persona of  who she is. 

I think it’s writers. We have a voice. We need to
tune into that voice. I’ve been writing the same
song since 1981. When you hear it, it’s a
Jonathan Cain song. You can tell it’s me. When
you hear it, you’re like, “Aha, that’s Jonathan
Cain.” [He sings the melody.] 

Some of the songs you sent me in that folder didn’t
sound dated at all. And I fully expect it, because
we do get people who’ve had a big career, then
they join TAXI and they are that thing that they
were, and they continue to be that. I had a big
smile on my face when I listened, because it
sounded like you, but it didn’t sound like you 25
years ago.
And lately I have been into contemporary Chris-
tian music. I’ve dropped three Christian albums
on iTunes. Those of  you believers out there
want to hear a little something different, check
out what I do for the Kingdom of  God. I found
that my persona continues to stay true. So once
you find your voice, stay with your voice, man. If
it ain’t broke, don’t fix it, you know.

Continued on page 66
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TAXI Road Rally 2018 

Jonathan Cain, Lifetime Achievement Award
Keynote Interview, Part 3

Jonathan Cain and TAXI’s Michael Laskow admire the Lifetime Achievement Award Cain received.
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certain set of  chords that are moving, where are
they moving you to? 

I think in cinematic ways. For me, music is very
much like a movie. So like when we did “Send
Her My Love,” for example. You know, “It’s been
so long since I’ve seen her face.” It’s this melan-
choly thing going [he sings]. You know the song
“Send Her My Love”? And I saw this sad café
where they used to meet. I mean, the movie was
just there. Same thing with “Don’t Stop
Believin’.” I heard Neil’s guitar on the original
tape [he sings], and I said, “Steve, that sounds
like a train. Like ‘The Midnight Train.’ That’s a

nice song, but we can’t do that. How ’bout the
midnight train going anywhere?” 

So the music gave me the lyric. So I was looking
for clues in the sound. Now, we already had the
title “Don’t Stop…,” but we didn’t have the rest
of  it—like strangers waiting. So I said to Steve,
“This sounds like Sunset Boulevard in 1972,
when I used to live in L.A. And he goes, “Really?
Tell me more.” I said that every Friday night
there was this big parade of  people, dreamers,
and hustlers that would come by in their cars,
meeting and going into the Rainbow Room, Le
Dome, the Whisky and the Starwood, all lookin’
for something, all trying to connect. It was like
strangers waiting up and down the boulevard.
They’re shadow-searching in the night. Yes, Sun-
set Boulevard. And guess what Rock of Ages
closes their show with. “Don’t Stop Believin’.”
Amen. 

That is the music showing you where the lyric

Wow, that’s a batting average!
Well, Steve and I had such synergy. It was
almost like Lennon and McCartney. When I
look at these Beatles things on Netflix, and I
watch the way they were in the studio, we had
that same thing. We couldn’t help but being
good. We got together and great stuff  just hap-
pened, and we wouldn’t question it. We were
cocky, and we were patient. And we would write
some pretty bad songs. If  we took a break for
two years, we’d write two really marginally okay
songs. But we didn’t get discouraged, because
we knew the good ones were coming. Well, this
is pretty good, but there’s more. We wouldn’t
worry about it, and we weren’t judging it, you
know. So we knew the process had to just keep
going and going. 

When you’re co-writing… I just recently wrote a
Christmas single with these two amazing Christ-
ian guys, Tony Wood and Ian Eskelen. They are
big Christian songwriters. I walked in and they
said, “We want to write something upbeat and
happy.” And they played me something, and I
went, “Oh, you mean something like this?” And
I jumped on the keyboard and I sang the
melody, the bridge, and the B-section in about
two minutes. It was done. And they looked at
me like, “Okay, that’s it.” And Tony had this title
called “Wonder of  Wonders,” and I sang, “It’s a
wonder of  wonders,” and that’s it. Just like that,
and then we pieced it all together. So that’s a
different way of  writing than when you are sit-
ting down by yourself  and thinking about a
title. Like “Open Arms” was a title I had, then I
crafted the melody to go with “Open Arms.”

But I’m like Bob Seger, I think we need a title, or
some kind of  thing to hang your hat on. And
sometimes the title ends up being the opening
line. You don’t know. I am constantly moving

stuff  around. I’m like Henley; he doesn’t finish
his song until he’s on the microphone. And I’m
always thinking “That word could be better.”
I’m tweaking all the time. I’m a tweaker.

That was my next question. Are you an “inspiration
hits and you write a song” kind of guy, or are you a

“write, rewrite, and
rewrite” kind of guy?
It varies on the song.
Like “Faithfully” was
just, boom like that;
“Open Arms,” same
thing. We had problem
song, “Be Good to Your-
self.” We had the
chorus, had the title,
didn’t know what the
heck the verse was. I
wrote the lyrics first,
because Perry said, “Are
you finishing ‘Be Good
to Yourself,’ because I
don’t know what it is?
You finish it.” So I wrote
all these lyrics and I
showed him the first verse. “Yeah, that’s a good
verse.” Second verse, “What’s the melody?” I
didn’t know. 

We were with Bob Clearmountain in
Woodstock, and it was the last day and Perry
said, “What about ‘Be Good to Yourself ’? I did-
n’t know what the melody is, so I got in the
shower and all of  sudden I thought to myself,
“What would Bryan Adams sing on this song?
What would Bryan do?” Because Bryan’s my
buddy. Bryan was a rocker, and this sounded
like a Bryan song, you know? And it was like
there it is. [He sings it.] And then Perry comes
in and just destroys the thing. And one morning
we are mixing it, and then we have a Top 10
song just like that. 

But that song almost didn’t make it, you know
what I mean? Because it was like you are
haunted, you are obsessed. How many people
have been obsessed by a song—the way it gets
in your gut. It’s like, “Ahhhh, what is this?” So I
have this tape with Perry going [he sings]. What
is this song? I love this melody, but what is the
lyric? A month goes by, and I play it every
morning, and it just hit me, “Only the young
can say,” and boom, that’s it. But it sets you free.
Doesn’t it set you free when you finally figure it
out? It’s like, “Praise God. Thank you.”

What’s the longest you’ve ever gone from the ker-
nel of a song to the…?
That one.

Yeah? How long was that process?
Six weeks.

Oh, that’s not long. I know people that take a year
to write a song.
No, Six weeks. I’m usually like, “I got the title
for that.” That song eluded me big-time. So they
come in different ways, but as a writer we just
have to understand the process and be patient.
And also look for clues, because in the music
there are clues. If  you have to write a lyric to a

Continued from page 65

Continued on page 69

“Journey never really sang a really
sexy girl-song. We stayed away from
it, because that wasn’t who we
were—especially Steve.”

—Jonathan Cain

Jonathan Cain explains how he wrote the mega-hit, “Faithfully.”

“So I disappeared, and it just turned
into the most incredible performance
I think I’ve ever heard [Steve Perry]
sing. I came in on a Friday morning
and I sat there and wept. I was just a
mess. It was so good.”

—Jonathan Cain
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Why I Don’t Need TAXI Anymore
Randon Purcell, TAXI Member

 My name is Randon Purcell, 
and I’m so busy composing for 
several film and TV music  
publishers that I don’t have time to 
submit to any new opportunities. I 
know that sounds ridiculous, but it’s 
absolutley true!

How did I get so busy?  
In a word… TAXI. 

Ironically, the very company that 
showed me the ropes, taught me 
how to satisfy my clients’ needs, and 
brought me 100 new opportunities 
a month, is now the company I no 
longer need. 

My wife and I live in Utah, we have 
three awesome sons, and my full-
time day gig is creating software 
and doing web development. I make 
music part-time, and take advantage  
of every opportunity I can find to 
create more. The more music I 
make, the more placements in TV 
shows and films I seem to get!

How TAXI changed my life…
I was finishing up a solo album  

5 years ago, and joined TAXI to 
market my music. There really 
wasn’t a demand for the style of 
music I was making, but I noticed a 
huge market for instrumental music. 
No lyrics to write, no vocals to 
record, and easier mixes. I started 
composing for TV and film, and 
bam, my life was forever changed!

I got a call from a publisher about a  
cinematic Dubstep track of mine 
they got from TAXI. That really 
showed me that I could actually do 
this! 

Need some motivation? 
Prior to TAXI, I wrote 10-12 pieces 
of music per year, in a good year. 
Once I became a TAXI member, I 
started creating 70-120 pieces of 
music per year. And that’s in my 
“spare” time!

When people want to pay you 
for your music, it’s amazing how 
much more motivated and  
productive you become. You’ll 
also get faster and better with each 
track you write and record. 

How to get started
Don’t wait until you’ve got a big 
catalog before you join. That’s  
actually the wrong approach. 
Instead, create what the industry 
executives ask you for, once you 
become a TAXI member! Don’t 
expect miracles at first, take the 
advice of TAXI’s A&R staff, and 
go to the Road Rally—TAXI’s 
free convention for members and 
their guests!

Why I’m still a TAXI member
TAXI’s convention is the best of  
its kind, and I remain an active 
member to take advantage of all 
that education, resources, and  
unparalleled networking. There’s 
one more reason I’m still a member.  
TAXI helped me launch my music 
career. Maybe you should let them 
help you, too!

The World’s Leading Independent A&R Company

1-800-458-2111 • TAXI.com

�

818-222-2464 l www.taxi.com
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must go. Sometimes you have a lyric, and now
you’ve got to go the opposite way, so you’ve got
to get somebody that can say, “This is a lyric like
‘Faithfully.’” The lyrics came first. But I knew it
had to be a strong, simple melody, and that’s
how it ended up, because the words were 
simple.

Did you know it was gonna be a huge hit … on any
of your songs?
Okay, true story. “Faithfully” was a demo that I
recorded at Good Night L.A., next to Sound
City, for Keith Olson. And he gave me a cassette
of  me singing “Faithfully.” And he calls me two
months later and he said, “I played that song

‘Faithfully’ for the girls in Heart, and they were
crying, Jon. They were weeping.” And I said, “Is
my voice that bad?” “No, Jon, they loved that
song.” 

So Perry says to me, “I’m gonna make a solo
album; I know you have a song.” So I said,
“Well, I’ll play you something.” It was
“Faithfully,” and he said, “I really want to cut
this on my solo album.” But I took the cassette
tape—“Give me that. Only on a Journey record.
No, you are not going to sing this on your solo
record. But I just want to show you that I have a
song.” 

And then 1983 rolled around. I had this
cassette, and the producer Mike Stone calls me
the last day of  recording and says, “I know you
have a ballad.” So in comes the cassette out of
my pocket again in the player, and Perry looks
at me like [he growls]. “I’ll sing it, Jon, on one
condition—you are not in the room, because
you are too close to this song. You’ve got to let
me play with it.” “Gladly, Steve. I’m gone.” So I
disappeared and it just turned into the most
incredible performance I think I’ve ever heard
him sing. I came in on a Friday morning and I
sat there and wept. I was just a mess. It was so
good.

It’s an iconic song. I mean, every aspect of it. First
of all, the construction of it is strange. You wait
forever to get to the chorus, and when you do, it
pays off… 

forever yours faithfully, Journey.” God has a
sense of  humor.

Don’t miss Part 4 of this interview in next month’s
TAXI Insider.

It’s a simple Hank
Williams country song.
Hank Williams could
have sung it. [He sings it
like Hank Williams.] But
with Perry, he would
take things and make
them just special,
because he had that
kind of  voice.

I remember the video for
that song. You are sitting
in front of a mirror in a dressing room on the road,
with a picture of your girlfriend or your wife on
there. It was a heart-melter—for the ladies.
My favorite moment of  that chapter of  my life
was when our fans came in and said, “We are

Continued from page 66

“Steve and I had such synergy. It was
almost like Lennon and McCartney.
When I look at these Beatles things
on Netflix, and I watch the way they
were in the studio, we had that 
same thing.”

—Jonathan Cain

Cain explains how his lyric writing approach can be influenced by the singer’s “character.”
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FadeOut
Tips for the ‘One Man Band’

By Joe Albano

level of awareness of their own weak areas, and to pay par-
ticular attention to those aspects. With a little effort, they might 
become reasonably successful at avoiding the flaws that can 
result from their own specific limitations.

Tunnel Vision
Even the most self-aware studio multitaskers can find them-

selves suffering from tunnel vision. This is a tendency to put blind-
ers on while working on a specific project, and miss flaws and 
issues that’ll be obvious to anyone else down the road. This can 
come from a single-minded fixation on a specific goal or pro-
cess—in terms of songwriting, performing, mixing, and etc. 

Typical scenario: an artist/producer plays you a so-called 
finished song. You point out blatantly obvious musical or techni-
cal flaws, but the artist appears to be completely unable to hear 
them or understand what you’re talking about... 

It’s common for artists to sacrifice a fair amount of objectivity 
in the creative process—they hear what they want to hear. It’s 
tunnel vision, and it’s a powerful perceptual phenomenon. One 
way to shake this off is to get some temporal distance from 
the project. Coming back to it after an extended break (days, 
weeks, or even longer) is an excellent way to get a more real-
istic take on a final mix.

Cabin Fever
Working on your own for long periods can result in a loss 

of perspective. Step away from the production process period-
ically to clear your head—and your ears! On returning, fresh 
musical ideas and creative production treatments will pop into 
your head, leading to new and better directions.

Fresh Ears
Finally, no matter how self-aware and well-disciplined any cre-

ative multitasker is, it’s always a good idea to get feedback from 
others at various points in the production process. The benefits of 
fresh ears are indisputable—a new listener will always pick up 
on both micro and macro aspects of a song or mix that the artist/
producer has become so used to that they just don’t hear them. 
The best approach is to have one or more trusted listeners to con-
sult with frequently during the production process—functioning 
like a book editor or reader—providing the kinds of insights we 
all need, to accomplish our best work.

Ever since the rise of the project studio, intrepid singer/ 
songwriters have been faced with a decision—collaborate with 
others throughout the process (the traditional approach), or go 
it alone. The ready availability of a studio’s worth of recording 
and production tools inside a humble computer has made it 
easier than ever to hunker down and wear all the hats—writ-
ing, arranging, performing, recording, mixing, and mastering. 
But this raises a fundamental question: how can you balance 
all those activities without the song suffering from a lack of 
attention to the basics?

It’s hard enough to come up with a good, original melody and 
a simple arrangement, even without the distractions of perform-
ing, recording, editing, producing, processing, and mixing. Too 
many options can get in the way of the key elements of the song. 
Working as an isolated ‘one man band’ introduces several po-
tential pitfalls, and it’s worth taking a quick look at some of them.

Compartmentalize
Remember the old saying, jack of all trades, master of none? 

While it certainly is possible to be a master of many creative and 
technical tasks, you can’t do them all at the same time! It can be 
helpful to compartmentalize the different tasks, giving attention 
to different aspects at different times, rather than switching hats 
constantly, jumping from musical concerns to technical issues to 
production ideas. While it’s definitely a challenge to juggle the 
many tasks that demand attention during the production process, 
it is doable, as long as the multitasker is aware of the potential 
pitfalls. But even if a solo operator can manage to direct thier 
focus to different key aspects at various points in the process, 
there are still other problems that can develop...

Weak Spots
Creative individuals are usually good at more than one 

thing—multi-instrumentalists are common, and there are under-
lying relationships between music (creation/performance) and 
math (arranging/producing/mixing). But even the most versa-
tile creative person will have their own particular weak spots: 
a lack of chops on a particular instrument, a lack of mastery of 
certain types of processing (compression can be a challenge 
even for experienced engineers), or skill set limitations that 
manifest as a predictable ‘sameness’.

It’s critical for one man band studio operators to have a high 
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